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Abstract 
 
On April the (25th) 2012, the Norwegian government presented a new climate policy. The White Paper on 

Climate Efforts is an ambitious policy that seeks to increase the production of renewable energy, use energy 

more efficiently and reduce the emission of greenhouse gases. In order to accomplish these targets, Norway 

entered into a joint el-certificate market with Sweden in 2012.  The el-certificate is a remuneration scheme to 

incentivise the development of more renewable energy. Following the introduction of the scheme a series of 

initiatives were presented on how to utilise the renewable energy in an efficient way. Several academics and 

experts have argued against the remuneration scheme claiming that it is expensive and aimless.  

This paper will investigate if the proposed remuneration scheme leads to a competitive development 

of renewable energy, and more specifically the competitiveness of wind power in Norway. The thesis will 

also assess if the increase in renewable energy will lead to a reduction in greenhouse gas emission, which is 

a key target for the government. The author has chosen to focus on three important measures that could 

reduce the emission.  

 

The thesis concludes that the remuneration scheme will make onshore wind power projects competitive. 

However, it is not likely that any offshore wind power project will be developed over the lifetime of the 

remuneration scheme. Overall the remuneration scheme will favour the development of many small scale 

hydropower projects, which is inefficient and not environmentally friendly. The increase in more renewable 

energy could reduce the greenhouse gases emitted in Norway, but will not reduce the emission in the EU 

ETS, which Norway is a part of. Two of the measures proposed by the government to reduce the greenhouse 

gas emission are not realistic. The cost per ton emitted is too low compared to the emission reducing 

measure. The third solution, increasing the number of el-cars, is the most feasible solution.  

 
!
!
!
!
!
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1. Outline and Scope of Thesis 
!

1.1. Introduction 
The Norwegian government did in 2012 agree on a new policy on climate issues with the parliament. The 

policy is known as the Climate Resolution. The resolution is based on the Norwegian Ministry of The 

Environment’s (2012) study Norwegian White Paper on Climate Efforts (NWPCE). The main message in the 

new policy is that Norway shall increase its renewable energy production, use energy more efficiently, and 

as a consequence, reduce the emission of climate gasses (MTE, 2012). More specifically Norway will work 

towards a goal of a 67.5% renewable energy share. This means that 67.5% of the total energy consumed 

should originate from a renewable source. This is based on a continuance of the Kyoto Protocol from 1997. 

Since the main source of renewable energy in Norway today is hydropower, a well-developed technology in 

Norway, this paper will focus on the development of wind power. This is also where the government 

anticipates achieving the largest increase.  

 

In 2001 the government stated that by 2010 the wind power production should have increased by 3 TWh 

compared to the 2001 production (MTE, 2007). This was further emphasised in 2012 when Norway entered 

into a joint el-certificate market with Sweden. The goal is to increase the total renewable energy production 

with 26.4 TWh by 2020, with 13.2 TWh credited to each country. The target does not specify the exact 

amount originating from a specified technology, only that a major share should be generated by wind power.  

 

Another major statement made in the NWPCE is the aim to reduce the greenhouse gas emission (GHG). 

Based on the increased production of renewable energy and more efficient use of energy the government 

believes that Norway can reduce its carbon dioxide (CO2) emission with 30% based on the 1990 emission 

level. This culminates to around 15 million tonnes CO2-equivalents within 2020.   

1.2. Problem Description 
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate if the Norwegian governments policy is achievable and at 

the same time competitive. Several climate experts and economists especially, have addressed the climate 

policy and the remuneration scheme with scepticism. They claim that the remuneration is a mindless 

dissipation of money and aimless. In light of this scepticism, the aim of this thesis is to further investigate the 

proposed climate policy and make an objective judgement. The word achievable is refers to the link between 

increasing renewable energy, in this case wind production, and reducing CO2 emission. The main initiatives 

to utilise the renewable energy proposed in the NWPCE (MTE, 2012) will be analysed. To examine if the 

policy is competitive a financial analysis of the proposed wind farm projects will be conducted. The financial 
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analysis will determine if a given project is competitive independent of capital structure. Thus the following 

questions will be elaborated upon in this thesis: 

 

1. Can Norway increase its renewable energy production from wind power by 2020 on a competitive 

basis? 

2. And at the same time reduce the CO2 emissions? 

1.3. Structure 
The structure can be seen as a frame of reference for the rest of thesis. The chapters will build on each other 

in order to have a coherent structure.  

Figure'1.1'–'Structure'of'the'thesis'
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The first chapter will introduce the research questions and outline the motivation for the thesis. Chapters 2 

and 3 are an introduction to the Norwegian and European climate policy. The purpose of the two chapters is 

to describe Norway’s climate objectives and assess the proposed CO2-reductive measures. Chapter 3 will 

conclude with a cost estimate of the CO2 -reductive measures. In chapter 4, the two projects that the thesis is 

built around are presented: an onshore wind farm and an offshore wind farm. The chapter concludes with a 

cost estimate for each project. Chapter 5 describes the financial theory used in the financial analysis. Chapter 

6 will analyse the two projects in depth, and present the main findings in this thesis. The thesis will be 

concluded by a discussion and reflection based on the main findings in chapter 3 and 6. 

 

1.4. The Research Approach 
The first question raised in the problem description regarding the competiveness of wind power production 

will be evaluated through a financial analysis. Before the financial analysis several aspects surrounding the 

wind farm development will be elaborated upon. These include the effectiveness and possible difficulties of 

the technology.  The financial analysis will be based on two different wind power projects; one onshore and 

one offshore. These two projects are real projects that have both obtained the necessary authorisation for 

development, but have not yet started construction and production. These two projects will be compared to 

other similar projects both domestically and abroad to determine their competiveness with regards to the 

initial investment. Following this a cash flow analysis will determine if the current remuneration scheme, 

known as green certificates, will stimulate for the development of more wind power production. The 

appraisal of the two wind farms is mostly comprised to the last chapters of the thesis. 

 

The second question outlined will cover possible solutions on how to utilise the additional renewable power. 

This is not only based on wind power, but the new renewable power as a whole. An abatement cost will be 

calculated for each solution (where possible). The suggested solutions are based on the government’s own 

recommendations in the NWPCE (MTE, 2012). Since these solutions are not yet developed the cost estimate 

must be seen as an approximation based on experts and companies own calculation. The first part of the 

thesis will provide a preliminary answer to the second question.  The main conclusion will seek to find 

whether or not the remuneration scheme will stimulate to an increased production of wind power, and thus 

replace some of the power produced from environmental damaging sources. 

 

1.5. Delimitation  
The topic of this thesis is quite broad and extensive. The new remuneration scheme covers not only wind 

power, but also all sorts of renewable technologies. This makes its difficult to assess all the technologies on 

an equal basis. Thus the author has limited the thesis to only concern the development of more wind power. 
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The reason for focusing on wind power is that due to the fact that hydropower, the largest renewable energy 

source in Norway, is a well-developed technology, many experts believe that most of the new development 

will be within wind power. Because of all the uncertainties related to new projects, the two projects used in 

the thesis are actual projects that are assumed to be constructed in the near future.  

 

With regards to the calculation of the abatement cost, much of the data is difficult to obtain. Therefore some 

of the calculation is based on similar measures performed by other experts and companies. The other 

estimates related to the wind power production are based on more actual data provided by experts and 

companies. The author has also made own assumptions based on the available information.  

 

The valuation model used is a standard valuation model based on the discounted cash flow model. The 

discounted cash flow model is easy to interpret and is the most common valuation method. To further 

advance the financial analysis, several scenarios are presented in a sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity 

analysis uses the IRR, FCF and payback period as the main appraisal criteria. The NPV is also included, but 

is not seen as a main decision criterion. The author acknowledges that there are several different parameters 

that could change when developing renewable power. Nevertheless the main parameters that will be used in 

each scenario are electricity spot price and the price of the el-certificates. 
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2. Norwegian Climate Policy 
In April 2012 the Norwegian parliament passed a new climate directive to increase the production of 

renewable energy and reduce the emission of greenhouse gases. The directive is quite bold in a global scale 

and will consolidate Norway’s position as one of the largest producers of clean energy  (share of total 

energy consumed) in the world.   

This chapter will look at the previous and current development of renewable energy in Norway and 

review the objectives of the Norwegian White Paper on Climate Efforts (MTE, 2012).  

2.1. Norway’s Power Production and Consumption 
In 2011 Norway had a power production of 127.6 TWh. From this production 95% originated from 

hydropower, 4% from thermal power and only 1% from wind production (Statistics Norway, 2013). Power 

production measures only what is produced as electricity, and not the energy created by different fuel types 

such as petrol and biomass. The figures for Norway’s electricity production is summarised in table 2.1. 

Table'2.17'Norway’s'electricity'production'

Production:+ TWh+ Share+in+%+
Hydro&power& 121.5& 95&%&

Thermal&power& 4.8& 4&%&

Wind&power& 1.3& 1&%&

Total+electricity+produced+ 127.6& 100&%&

'

Source:'Statistics'Norway'(2013)'

 

The total power consumed in 2011 was 114.1 TWh. Total power consumed measures how much electricity 

households, high power industry, construction etc. consumes. The total power consumed refers to the 

electricity that is consumed and not the total energy consumption. Total energy consumption also includes 

the energy produced from oil and gas, such as petrol for transport and gas for heating. In this figure the 

electricity that is imported to Norway is also included. This figure is thus much greater than the electricity 

consumed. In 2011 the total energy consumed was 233.1 TWh. Table 2.2 shows both the total electricity 

consumed and the total energy consumed.  
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Table'2.27'Electricity'and'energy'consumed'2011'

Consumption:+ TWh+ Share+in+%+
High&power&industry& 34.9& 31&%&

Extracting&minerals& 6.1& 5&%&

Household&and&agriculture& 38& 33&%&

Transport& 1.6& 1&%&

General&industry& 7.8& 7&%&

Construction& 24& 21&%&

Other& 1.7& 1&%&

Total+electricity+consumed+ 114.1+ 100+%+

& & &Total&energy&consumed& 233.1+
&'

Source:'Statistics'Norway'(2013)'

 

2.2. Renewable Energy Share 
Based on the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE, 2012) Norway currently has a 

renewable energy share of 65%. This is quite a large number compared to the rest of the world. This number 

must not be confused with the share of electricity production.  Equation 2.1 depicts how the share of 

renewable energy is measured: 

Equation'2.17'How'to'estimate'the'share'of'renewable'energy'

!(2.1)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&!
!"#"$%&'"!!"!#$%!!"#!ℎ!"#$%&!!"#!!""#$%& +!

!"#"$%&'"!!"!#$%&#&$'!!"#$%&'(#)!!"#$!!"#$!!"#!!"#$% + !"#$%&&
!"#$%!!"#$%&'()"#!!"!!"!#$% + !"#$%&'%!"#$!!"##!!"!!"!#$%&#&$' +
!"#$%&'()"#!!"!!"!#$%&#&$'!!"#!ℎ!"#$%&!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$%!!"#$%&'(

 

Source:'Bøeng'(2011)'and'Statistics'Norway'(2013)'

'

The equation shows that the numerator comprises both consumption and production of renewable energy. 

With regards to electricity and district heating only the production is included, because it is difficult to know 

whether or not the consumption of these are from a renewable or non-renewable source (Bøeng, 2011). In 

the denominator consumption of electricity is considered, and not production. The reason for this is that 

some of the power from production is used to produce other sources of energy such as oil and gas. In 2011 

the numerator of equation 2.1 equaled 151 TWh (Statisics Norway, 2013). This included renewable energy 

production for heating and cooling, power production from hydro and wind, and power from heating pumps. 

The renewable energy for heating and cooling is mostly different sorts of biomass such as wood. The 

denominator of the equation was equal to 233 TWh. It comprises total energy consumption that includes net 
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energy from heating pumps, transmission loss of energy and the energy used by the energy producers. Using 

equation 2.1 one finds that the renewable share of energy was 65% in 2011. See Appendix 3 for full 

calculation. 

 

Of the 65% share of renewable energy, 82% is based on hydropower and wind power. This is not unexpected 

because of the typography in Norway with a long coastline and numerous mountains. In fact, the hydropower 

alone would be sufficient to meet the electricity demand by Norwegian households (Bye and Hoel, 2009). 

Today Norway is a net exporter of electricity with around 10% of the production transferred to the foreign 

market.1 A huge benefit with hydro versus wind power is that one can choose when to produce, given the 

price of electricity. Hydropower can be stored in large water dams while power from wind turbines is either 

produced or lost whenever the wind blows. Because of the excess supply of electricity, Norway will produce 

and export when the price of electricity is high in Europe and import when they are low. This is a very 

lucrative business for the Norwegian government and municipals because they own around 90% of all 

hydropower plants.  

 

2.3. Target For Renewable Energy 
Based on EU directive 2009/28/EC, Norway has through the EEA agreement committed itself to increase the 

share of renewable energy to 67.5% by 2020 (MTE, 2012). Figure 2.1 illustrates the targets for clean energy 

for EU and EEA member countries from 2005. In 2005 the share of renewable energy was 60% and in 2011 

this had risen to 65% (Statistics Norway, 2013). Clean energy or renewable energy is defined as energy that 

is non-exhausting such as water, wind, sun, wave and geothermal (International Energy Agency, 2012). In 

addition biofuel and biomass are also considered as renewable energy even though they are not non-

exhausting in that sense. Norway is today the leading producer of renewable energy in Europe. For Norway 

to reach its target, the main development will be within hydro and wind power. Since hydropower is a 

mature energy source in Norway, wind power both onshore and offshore is where the government sees the 

largest potential. The government stated in 2001 that they hoped to achieve an increase of 3 TWh in wind 

power production within 2010 (MTE, 2007). 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Dividing the difference between total electricity produced (Table 2.1) and total electricity consumed (Table 2.2) on 
total electricity produced gives the net export value.  
!
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Figure'2.1'7'European'countries'share'of'renewable'energy'in'2005'and'target'for'2020'

!

Source:(EU/Eurostat((2010)(

 

Comparing this number to the actual production in 2011 it is evident that this target has not been fulfilled. 

Hence this target was adjusted in 2009 to a total of 13.2 TWh, indifferent of technology, by 2020. From this 

a major share will most likely derive from hydropower production (NVE, 2013a). Most of this development 

will come from smaller producers i.e. farmers and other small investors with great land ownership since the 

major waterfalls are already exploited.  

 

The (1st) of January 2012 Norway entered into a joint electricity certificate market with Sweden. The purpose 

of the joint market is to subsidize the development of renewable energy across borders. The el-certificates 

are commonly referred to as the green certificates. In both countries wind farm development is the main 

target, but the certificates are technology neutral. In total these certificates will fund the production of 26.4 

TWh, or 13.2 TWh for each country by 2020. In 2011 Norway’s total consumption of energy was 233 TWh 

and with an increase of 13.2 TWh in 2020 this new and clean energy should account for roughly 5.7%. This 

increase is reflected in the target Norway has on its renewable energy share by 2020, which is 67.5%. Using 

the renewable energy share from 2011 this would amount to a share of 70.7% in 2020, 3.2% above the target 

set in 2005.  

! 200
5&

! 2020&

target&
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2.4. CO2  Emission Target 
International Energy Agency (2012) estimates that without countermeasures the greenhouse gas emissions 

(GHG) will increase by 50% within 2050. The major increase will come from emerging economies and 

developing countries. This could lead to an increase of 2-4 degrees Celsius of the average temperature on 

earth (IEA, 2012). This may sound like a small increase, but will have major implications. To contribute to 

the reduction in climate gas emission the Norwegian government have committed themselves to the UN 

Climate Convention. Norway’s target is to reduce the carbon dioxide (CO2) emission with 30% by 2020 

compared to the emission in 1990 (MTE, 2012). In 1990 the total emission was around 50 million tonnes 

CO2-equivalents. Thus Norway wants to reduce the emission with 15 million tonnes CO2-equivalents by 

2020.  

 

The reduction in CO2 emission will be based on two models. The first is linked to the increase in renewable 

energy. Through more energy efficient solutions, renewable energy will cut CO2 emission substantially. The 

idea is that the new clean energy will find is way into high power demanding industries like the aluminium 

and oil and gas industry in Norway by increasing the taxation on CO2 emission with 200 NOK/t. Most of the 

aluminium factories in Norway today use hydropower while the oil and gas platforms use fossil fuel. Hence 

the government wants all new platforms to be connected to the electricity grid onshore and hopefully connect 

some of the existing ones. The last measure this thesis will focus on is how clean electricity could be be used 

in the el-car park. The NWPCE includes several other initiatives on how to use power more efficiently, but 

those mentioned is where the author believes that the largest reduction in emission could be achieved. The 

second model is related to the European greenhouse gas allowance system. EU has a fixed number of 

allowances for GHG emission. This cap will be lowered with 1.74% annually towards 2020 and thus reduce 

the total emission in the EU.  

 

2.4.1. Terminology 

The term CO2, CO2-equivalents (CDE) and greenhouse gasses (GHG) will be used concurrently throughout 

this thesis. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the major greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. In addition there are also 

nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulphate oxides (SOx). Even though there are distinct differences between the 

three notions they all refer to the same concept; environmental damaging gasses. Since CO2 is the major 

greenhouse gas it will be used as an umbrella term for all kinds of greenhouse gas emissions, and not 

necessarily CO2 emission itself. CO2-equivalents or CDE refers to the mixture of greenhouse gases that 

would have the same global warming potential as CO2 over a period of time.  
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2.5. Funding of the Climate Policy 
All these policies and targets do not come without a cost, and renewable energy is highly capital intensive, 

especially in Norway. The Norwegian government estimates that it will cost up to 3400 NOK per ton CO2 to 

reduce the emission for all industries given the same price of CO2 allowances (MTE, 2012). With a potential 

reduction of 15 million CO2-equivalents this amounts to 40 billion. This sum is thought to reflect the 

investments in new technology by the companies included in the CO2 allowance scheme. The new 

technology should exploit the clean electricity and reduce CO2 emission. The figure is just a rough estimate 

and will depend highly on the price of CO2 allowances and the technology investments. In addition to this 

the government will also establish a climate fund. The fund will be governed by ENOVA2. The fund will 

have a total capital of 30 billion NOK at the beginning of 2013 and the plan is to increase this amount to 50 

billion NOK in 2016. The means will be used to further develop new climate friendly technology, support 

the transmission from fossil fuel to renewable energy and fund research in energy efficiency. The fund is a 

direct subsidy from the government to encourage companies and scientist to develop new projects for a 

sustainable future (MTE, 2012). 

 

The main initiative behind the NWPCE is to to cut emissions through development and consumption of 

clean electricity. The clean electricity will be funded through the green certificates. The certificates will be 

given to the energy producers to incentivise the development of more renewable power. Even though the 

certificates will be handed out by a state agency, Statnett, the consumers will fund them. The total cost is 

estimated by the author to 51.5 billion NOK depending on the price of the certificates, which can be seen in 

Appendix 4. The total cost for the consumers are also described in more detail in section 3.1.1.1. In total the 

Norwegian government and taxpayers will spend around 100 billion NOK in the next 20 years on the 

development of renewable energy. Including the 40 billion for new CO2 reductive measures, the total figure 

could reach 140 billion.  

 

2.6. Wider Perspective 
Besides the ambition of an increase in renewable energy and a reduction in CO2 emission there is also a 

vision to diminish the use of fossil-energy in Norway and Europe. In addition to oil, the most used fossil 

fuels for energy are gas and coal. These sources of energy are exhausting, meaning that at some point in time 

they will no longer exist on planet earth or will be impossible for us to exploit with the given technology. In 

contrast, renewable energy can be reused, in theory, forever. This capability puts the investment in 

renewable energy in perspective. Nuclear power is also used extensively all over the world. This production 

is expensive, polluting and extremely dangerous. On one side there is the factum that production and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Enova is a state agency for climate friendly developments 
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consumption of renewable energy will reduce the emission of greenhouse gases, but it will also make 

Norway and the rest of the world energy independent. When installed it cost almost nothing to produce 

power and most of the installation such as wind, water and solar plants have literally free inputs. Even if the 

cost today compared to the traditional energy sources is very high, it is an investment in the future.  

 

The World Energy Outlook (2012), an annually study by the International Energy Agency, estimates that the 

world reserves of oil will last around 100 years, while coal and gas supply could last for another 140 years. 

In a larger perspective, this is not a very long time. Furthermore the demand for energy is expected to 

increase with 35-50% towards 2035. In other words, the scarcity of the traditional energy sources will 

become more and more obvious over the next decades. In light of this it is absolutely necessary to focus 

more on technology and renewable power that is sustainable over the very long run. Subsequent the main 

focus of this thesis will be on Norway and the competitiveness of both onshore and offshore towards 2035 

given the new climate resolution.  
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3. Remuneration and Allowance System  
The government climate policy involves several initiatives that are linked together to make it coherent plan. 

To reduce the greenhouse gas emission (GHG) the new clean power will have to be used in an 

environmental friendly way. The renewable power will be funded through the green certificates and the CO2 

emission is regulated by the EU ETS allowance system.  

This chapter deals with how these two schemes intervene and how they in theory could accomplish the 

government’s ambitions. 

 

3.1. Green Certificates 
This section outlines how the Norwegian remuneration scheme will fund the development of more renewable 

energy. As mentioned in section 2.3, Norway entered into a joint electricity certificate market with Sweden 

in 2012. The el-certificates are commonly known as green certificates because they will exclusively fund the 

development of renewable electricity. The green certificates are mostly aimed towards development of wind 

power and hydropower, but also other sources of renewable energy can apply (SEA, 2012). The certificates 

are technology neutral to ensure that the cheapest possible technology is developed. The program was 

introduced in Sweden in 2003 and has lead to an increased production especially in biomass. One of the 

benefits with a joint market is that it does not limit the power producer’s decision on where to build. The 

market regulates the certificate prices based on a supply-demand principle. A power supplier can thus choose 

to build in either Sweden or Norway given the prices. The scheme is expected to generate 26.4 TWh of 

renewable energy in total. At the end of scheme each country is credited with 13.2 TWh each regardless of 

where the energy is actually produced. One of the purposes of the el-certificates is to reflect the difference in 

the market price for electricity and the cost of develop and produce clean electricity. The certificates are 

supposed to ensure that the power producers get a reasonable return on their investment in a way that will 

encourage the producers to develop renewable power (Bye et. al, 2002).  

 

3.1.1. The Remuneration Scheme 

The scheme is organized such that the Norwegian government issues certificates to power generators for 

13.2 TWh from 2012-2020. Wind farms constructed after September 2009 can also apply for certificates as a 

long as they do not receive other forms of remuneration. 1 MWh of clean electricity produced, bear the right 

to 1 certificate regardless of the renewable energy source. In addition to the 1 MWh-1 certificate-principle, 

some of the largest power suppliers in Norway and Sweden must buy a certain amount of el-certificates 

based on their current power supply. This is regulated by law and will vary from 3% in 2012 to 18% in 2020, 

and to 0% in 2035 (MPE, 2010). By having a certain floor to the amount of green certificates this will 

stimulate the demand (Bye et al, 2002). Without a constant demand the certificates will be worth zero and 
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hence worthless for the producers. The remuneration scheme will last for 15 years for each new renewable 

power project, and the total scheme will last until 2035. However, a power producer that does not start 

producing before (31st) of December 2020 will not receive any certificates (Bøeng, 2011). As mentioned, the 

el-certificate prices are based on the supply-demand principle and a producer can at any time buy or sell 

certificates in the market. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the el-certificate market is established and how the 

remuneration scheme works.  

Figure'3.1'–'Remuneration'scheme'for'the'Swedish7Norwegian'el7certificate'market''

!
Source:(Swedish(Energy(Agency((2012)(

(1) A power producer applies for funding to the NVE (for Norwegian producers). (2) NVE approves the 

application and Statnett issues new certificates on behalf of NVE. This forms the supply side of the market. 

(3) The el-certificates can then be sold in the joint Swedish-Norwegian market to the suppliers or traders to 

fund new clean electricity production, or the power generators can keep the profit. If few producers wish to 

develop new projects, the price will rise until it is profitable. And vice versa, if producers invest heavily in 

new projects the price will fall. Thus a Swedish producer can build a power plant in Norway if that is more 

profitable. A single project can only receive remuneration for a total of 15 years. (4) To create a constant 

demand in the market, electricity suppliers are obliged, according to the law, to buy new certificates each 

year. The number of certificates is based on a share of total electricity consumed. For 2012 this share was 

equal to 3% and will increase to 18.3% in 2020 before it falls to zero in 2035. (5) Consumers in Sweden and 

Norway will pay an extra fee each year to fund the certificates. The fee varies with the consumption of 

energy, the price of electricity and the amount of electricity in the market. (6) By the end of the year each 

electricity supplier, regulated by the el-certificate allowances, must hold the number of certificates required 

by the law. The certificates are then nulled. If the suppliers fail to meet the allowance obligation they must 

pay a fee determined by the NVE. Because of the annulment the suppliers must buy new certificates for next 

years allowance. This ensures a continuous demand for the certificates in the market. 
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3.1.1.1. Total Investment in Green Certificates 

The prices of the el-certificates have fluctuated around 150-200 NOK/MWh (0.15-0.20 NOK/kWh) the last 

couple of years (Swedish Energy Agency, 2012). With the remuneration scheme a power producer will 

receive 0.20 NOK/kWh for each green certificate in addition to the price of the electricity. Today the spot 

price of electricity is around 0.25 NOK/kWh in Norway (NVE, 2012). This means that a power producer will 

receive a total of 0.45 NOK/kWh, almost more than double of a traditional power producer (who does not 

receive el-certificates).  Table 3.1 shows the total cost for the remuneration system. For full calculations see 

Appendix 4. 

Table'3.1'–'Total'cost'of'the'green'certificates'

Year+

Total+
consumption+
of+electricity+
(TWh)+

Allowance+
relevant+
electricity+
(TWh)+

ElG
certificate+
allowance+

Total+
renewable+
production+
(TWh)+

New+
renewable+
production+
(TWh)+

Price+of+the+
elG
certificates+
NOK/kWh+

Total+
cost+
(Billion+
NOK)+

2012& 118& 74,3& 3,0&%& 2,23& 1,47& 0,15& 0,33&

2013& 118,4& 74,5& 4,9&%& 3,65& 2,93& 0,17& 0,63&

2014& 118,7& 74,7& 6,9&%& 5,16& 4,4& 0,20& 1,02&

2015& 119,1& 75,0& 8,8&%& 6,60& 5,87& 0,23& 1,51&

2016& 119,4& 75,2& 10,8&%& 8,12& 7,33& 0,26& 2,13&

…& …& …& …& …& …& …& …&

2031& 124,9& 78,7& 9,3&%& 7,31& 7,31& 0,08& 0,56&

2032& 125,3& 78,9& 7,4&%& 5,84& 5,84& 0,07& 0,38&

2033& 125,7& 79,1& 5,6&%& 4,43& 4,43& 0,06& 0,25&

2034& 126,0& 79,4& 3,7&%& 2,94& 2,94& 0,05& 0,14&

2035& 126,4& 79,6& 1,8&%& 1,43& 1,43& 0,04& 0,06&

& & & & & & & &

& & & & & &

Total+ +51.45++
Source:(Authors(own(calculation 
 

In table 3.1 the three first columns regarding Consumption of Electricity, Allowance Relevant Electricity and 

the El-certificate Allowances is given by MPE (2010). Consumption of Electricity will increase with 0.3% 

annually as predicted by Statistics Norway (2013). Allowance Relevant Electricity is the electricity that is 

taxed in some way by the government. Power consumed by high power industry, rail transport and 

households in Troms and Finnmark is exempted from this.  Total Renewable Production is the authors own 

calculation and is defined as the Allowance Relevant Electricity times the El-certificate Allowances. New 

Renewable Production is the cumulated increase in production of new renewable energy. The New 

Renewable Production reaches its peak in 2020 at 13.2 TWh. 13.2 TWh is the same figure that will be 

credited Norway through the joint Swedish-Norwegian el-certificate scheme if the target of 26.4 TWh is 

reached. If a production of 13.2 TWh is reached in 2020 there could be a mismatch between Total 
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Renewable Production and New Renewable Production in the following years. The reason is that the 

Norwegian consumers are only obliged to fund a production of 13.2 TWh (Bøeng, 2011). 

 

The Price of the El-certificates starts at last years average 150 NOK/MWh (0.15 NOK/kWh) and will grow 

by 15% annually towards 2020. The reason for the growth is the increase in demand created by the 

allowances. After 2020 the price will fall with the same rate towards 2035 because the allowances will fall. 

This equals an average price of 0.20 NOK/kWh for the whole period. This is below SAE Vind (2013) and 

Swedish Energy Agency (2012) own estimate at 0.25 NOK/kWh. As will be explained in the next paragraph 

the price of the certificates is not only affected by what happens to demand but also the supply side of the 

equation. Total Cost is the cost paid by the consumers each year. It is calculated as Total Renewable 

Production times the given Price of El-certificates.  

 

Figure 3.2 is a graphical representation of table 3.1. It illustrates the relationship between the anticipated 

certificate prices and total cost to consumers. In table 3.1 the general assumption was that the fixed demand 

controlled the price of the el-certificates. But as mentioned in 3.1.1 the price could also rise or fall depending 

on the number of new projects. Remember that if a power producer does not start production before the end 

of 2020 they will not be able to participate in the remuneration system. Hence the supply of the el-

certificates will fall if few producers develop new renewable electricity. The shortage of supply will drive up 

prices since the demand is more or less fixed based on consumption of electricity. In case of a shortage in 

supply the production of new renewable energy will fall. Despite this the increase in el-certificate prices 

could make the consumer pay more for less. The stapled lines in the graph indicate such a scenario. (

Figure'3.2'–'Annual'investment'and'predicted'price'of'certificates'

!
Source:(Authors(own(calculation(
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The el-certificate allowances can be found in the table in Appendix 4 and shows how the allowances will rise 

until 2020 and then gradually fall towards zero in 2035. Subsequent the objective of 13.2 TWh is assumed 

accomplished in 2020. Either way the power suppliers must buy certificates equal to 18.3% of the relevant 

total electricity consumption, 76.1 TWh in 2020, which is equal to 13.9 TWh. Given these assumptions the 

total cost for the consumer, funding the green certificates, could amount to 51.5 billion NOK over a 22-year 

period.!
!
3.1.2. Financing The Green Certificates 

As mentioned in the previous sections the certificates will not be funded directly by the government, but 

through the consumers. The consumers will see a small fee on their electricity bill based on the consumption. 

In 2012 the required el-certificate allowance for the electricity producers is 3%. If we assume an el-

certificate price of 0.20 NOK/kWh, a household that consumes 20 000 kWh a year, will have to pay 120 

NOK in 2012 (NVE, 2012). Ceteris paribus, the same household will have to pay 720 NOK in 2020 (peak 

year). After 2020 the fee will gradually be reduced to zero towards 2035.  This fee will of course vary with 

the allowance and the amount of electricity consumed. The NVE (2012) argues that most likely the 

production of more power in the market will lead to cheaper electricity for the customers. Either way, the 

cost of 51.5 billion is a considerable investment that should guarantee that the ends justify the means: clean 

electricity and reduced CO2 emission. This latter part is heavily debated among economists and statistics 

(Bye and Hoel, 2009) (Bøeng, 2011) (Hoel, 2009) (Osmundsen, 2012). Their opinion is that the 

remuneration scheme is inefficient and expensive.  

 

3.2. CO2 Allowances 
In this section the author tries to link the development of more clean power with the reduction in greenhouse 

gases.  

 

There is a common agreement among all experts that the climate conditions worldwide are changing. And 

the changes are increasing rapidly. The major driver for these changes is believed to be the emission of 

climate gases (MTE, 2012). The major climate gasses are methane, sulphate and carbon dioxide3. As 

mentioned, the world’s total emission is expected to increase by 50% by 2050 without any new climate 

initiatives. Norway’s total emission of CO2-equivalents was 52.7 million tonnes in 2011. With the signing of 

the Kyoto protocol in 1997 and Norway’s focus on climate changes, the total emission has still risen by 5.8% 

since 1990 (Statistics Norway, 2013). If we isolate the carbon dioxide (CO2) emission alone, disregarding the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!Methane, sulphate and carbon dioxide is often referred to as just CO2.!
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other climate gases, it has risen from 35 million tonnes in 1990 to 45 million tonnes in 2011. That is an 

increase of nearly 30%. Norway hopes to achieve a reduction of 15 million tonnes CO2 by 2020.  

 

3.2.1. The EU Emission Trading Scheme 
Norway whish to use the electricity produced by the green certificates in high power demanding sectors 

instead of electricity from fossil sources like oil, gas and coal. Still, it will not change much if Norway is the 

only country that produces renewable energy and reduces its CO2 emission. In a rapport to the Norwegian 

government Michael Hoel (2009) argues that the total greenhouse gas emission (GHG) in Norway equals 

only 0.1% of the worlds total emission. This is a rather pessimistic point of view, because one has to start 

somewhere, but it helps to put the climate policy in perspective. In order to join forces the government have 

committed Norway to participate in the greenhouse gas allowance system in the EU, EU Emission Trading 

Scheme (EU ETS). As with the el-certificate market, the GHG allowance market is driven by a free market 

structure. The only difference is that there is a cap to the number of allowances, set by the EU ETS. The cap 

regulation determines the total climate effect (European Commission, 2012a). Around 50% of Norway’s 

emission is regulated through EU ETS. Each government divides these allowances by giving or selling them 

to the local industry. The market determines the price. A company that believes it can reduce CO2 emission 

cheaper than the price of the allowance will invest in the necessary technology. If a company can manage to 

reduce its CO2 emission more than their current allowances, it will have a surplus of allowances that they can 

sell in the market. By reducing the cap in the market it will force corporations to initiate actions to reduce 

emissions. The logic is that the scarcity of allowances will make the price rise and that it will actually 

become cheaper to cut emission rather than buying the necessary allowance. Eventually the demand for the 

allowances will fall, and together with it, the price. This allowance market will in theory achieve the 

government’s policy. By reducing the roof every year, the total emission in EU will fall. And the plan is to 

reduce this roof by 1.74% each year from 2013 towards 2020.  

 

The GHG allowance system could in theory reduce the emission of climate gasses, but experts argue that it is 

not efficient. Bye and Hoel (2009) argues that if all climate gas emissions were regulated by the GHG 

allowance system, and the price was positive, then no further actions will have any effect on the emission.  

Neither green certificates, electrification of the offshore sector or energy efficiency measures would have an 

effect. It will only affect the price of the allowances. The only thing that will achieve this, as mentioned, is a 

tighter allowance market. This can only be achieved by reducing the total emission allowed. EU’s plan to 

reduce the cap with 1.74% annually towards 2020 has not had the effect on the price as they hoped for. The 

price has fallen from 250 NOK/tonnes in 2008 to 30 NOK/tonnes 2013 (Nationen, 2013)4. A low price on 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 One has to remember that in addition to the price of CO2 allowances the Norwegian government has added extra taxes 
to the emission of greenhouse gases for specific industries. 
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the allowances should be a positive result. In a perfect market this should indicate that the climate gas 

emission falls and that the industries develop more climate friendly solutions (Bye and Hoel, 2009). The 

latter is in reality not the case. Yes, the GHG emission has been reduced with 18% from 1990 to 2011 

(European Commission, 2012b). And in the last couple of years the GHG in EU has been reduced with 10%. 

However, this is not because of a rapid development of climate friendly technology but due to the financial 

crisis. The financial crisis has reduced economic growth, especially within the EU, and hence companies 

have been forced to cut production and expansion plans. Because of the unstable European economy it could 

take years before companies and government invest in new renewable energy production.  

 

3.2.2. A Zero Sum Game? 
To demonstrate how the EU ETS market functions one can imagine a Norwegian oil production company, 

which is part of the scheme. For demonstration purposes Statoil is a good example. Statoil must each year 

buy a certain amount of GHG-allowances from the EU ETS market for the company’s LNG plant in 

Hammerfest. Some of the allowances are also given free of charge by the government. The allowances are 

supposed to cover this year’s emission of CO2. In 2011 the plant expected a CO2 emission of 0.9 million 

tonnes. Lets assume that despite the high cost, the company has substituted one of their gas turbines at 

Hammerfest LNG with power made from a renewable source (See section 3.3.4). Thus the company is in a 

situation where they have excess number of allowances or they do not need to buy more allowances. Since 

the electricity used in the plant is produced from a renewable source, Norway has reduced their emission 

with almost 1 million tonnes. But will this reduce the total emission in Europe? Not necessarily, because 

Norway and Statoil is part of the EU ETS. Statoil can now sell the allowances they no longer need to a 

clearinghouse part of the EU ETS.  

 

In Germany, which is one of Europe’s largest coal producers, the price of coal has plummet (Chazan and 

Wiesmann, 2013).  One of the reasons is that the price of other cleaner power sources like natural gas is 

linked to the oil price, which is still relatively strong. Because the price of coal is low, the demand for it 

rises. A German coal producer sees this business opportunity and wants to expand the production to meet the 

growing demand. In order to produce more power from coal, the German power producer needs more GHG 

allowances. The company will enter the EU ETS market and buy the needed amount from a clearinghouse. 

Lets assume that they need exactly the same number of allowances as Statoil sold to the market, namely for 

0.9 million tonnes of CO2 emission. The coal power producer buys the allowances and emits the extra CO2. 

In this example the CO2 not released in Norway will simply find is way to another country within the 

scheme. Thus the emission stays the same and Norway and Statoil have used huge sums with no climate 

effect.   
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3.3. Evaluation of Solutions  
In this section the different measures that could reduce the emission of greenhouse gases will be thoroughly 

examined. The conclusion to this section will be used to evaluate the second question in the problem 

description. 

In light of this development Norway has launched their most ambitious campaign ever to fight the climate 

changes. The target is to cut 30% of the CO2 emission based on the emission in 1990. This totals a reduction 

of 15 million tonnes CO2-equivalents. The steps on how to accomplish this were briefly outlined in section 

2.4. Most importantly, the new clean electricity needs to substitute traditional environmental damaging 

electricity. It does not matter if the electricity comes from hydro, wind, sun or other renewables. The 

important thing is that the new electricity is used in an environmental friendly way. If not, the Norwegian 

government and taxpayers will subsidise the production of expensive energy and achieve nothing with regard 

to CO2 reduction. Figure 4.2 illustrates the major polluters in Norway by industry. 

Figure'3.3'–'Emission'of'CO27equivalents'in'2011'in'Norway.'Total'52.7'million'tonnes'

!
Source:(Statistics(Norway,(2013(

The three sectors that distinguish themselves is petroleum (13.7 million tonnes), industry (12.1 million 

tonnes) and road transport (10 million tonnes). It is within these three sectors that the government aims to 

reduce most of CO2 emission.  The author identifies some of the most important initiatives that could fulfil 

the ambition based on the NWPCE (MTE, 2012): 

 

1. Clean electricity at the Norwegian continental shelf  

2. Electrification of the car park 

3. Clean electricity in the high power land industry 
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3.3.1. Abatement Cost 

Before explaining the different initiatives it is important to get a better understanding on how the cost of 

reducing CO2 is derived. The marginal cost of reducing one unit of GHG is known as marginal abatement 

cost (MAC) in environmental economics (Osmundsen, 2012). The MAC describes the cost of different 

measures that can be used to reduce emission.  There are different models to estimate the abatement cost, and 

both companies and the government uses different methods. In this thesis the calculation regarding 

abatement cost will be similar to the method used by most companies. The reason is that they are the ones 

paying the bill in the end, if one disregards subsidies. Another reason is that the method used by the Climate 

and Pollution Agency (CPA) underestimates the gap between the price on CO2 allowances and the abatement 

cost5. As will be explained later, this gap is essential in the decision making process of reducing CO2 

emission. Each project will have its own abatement cost function based on the means used to reduce the CO2 

and the potential of reduced emission. The following equation (4.1) generalizes these factors: 

Equation'3.1'–'Marginal'abatement'cost'

!(3.1)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !"#
!"#!!"#$%"#!!"!

= !!"(!"#$% + !"#$)!" − !"!(!"#$% + !"#$)!"!"!!"!!!"#$$#%&!" − !"!!"!!!"#$$#%&!"
 

Where: 

- PV (Present value), discounted value before taxes 
- EL (Electrification), the alternative power source 
- BC (Base case), the existing power source 

Source:(Field(and(Field((2011)((

In the numerator all the cost associated with the introduction of a new power source is included. An 

important feature is that the new power is assumed to come from a clean source i.e. renewable. Some of the 

cost factors can include rent of grid, the alternative cost and the price of power. There are also positive costs 

such as income from selling excess fuel and saved emission allowances. An example is replacing a gas 

turbine with clean electricity. The gas used to generate power can now be sold in the market and generate 

income. In addition one will also save the taxes associated with emission. The denominator is very intuitive 

and describes the total CO2 emission if the measure is implemented. Notice that both the numerator and 

denominator is discounted, hence the prefix PV (Present Value). Discounting of CO2 emission is usually not 

necessary, but in our case it makes sense. The reason is that one can have multiple solutions on how to 

reduce CO2 emission, combined with the assumption that investments can be made at different points in 

time, making discounting essential. Svensson and Berntsson (2008) argues that if one do not discount the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5  The Climate and Pollution Agency is an agency under the Ministry of Environment. 
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CO2 emission only a slight decrease in net present value of the cashflow will delay the decision to make the 

investment. The cost of reducing the CO2 will then be low in present value, but the reduction will be the 

same as if it was carried out today. This would imply that it is always cheaper to postpone the investment in 

CO2 reducing measures. Hence it would be better to earn money now and save the climate later (Svensson 

and Berntsson, 2008).  

3.3.1.1. Numerical Example 
Lets imagine that we want to replace the gas turbines on an existing oil platform. I assume the following: 

Table'3.27'Assumptions'to'an'abatement'cost'example'

Assumptions 
• We can either make the investment today or 

in 10 years. 
• The total investment is 1 billion NOK in 

2013. 
• This will reduce the CO2 emission with 1 

million ton over the period. 

• The discount rate is 5% and there is no 
inflation. 

• We will save 50 million NOK by selling the 
gas and reduce number of allowances. 

• There are two scenarios; one where we 
discount the CO2 emission, and a second 
where we do not discount the CO2 emission. 

Using equation 3.1, one gets an abatement cost of 905 NOK/t if we make the investment today without 

discounting the CO2 emission. However, if we delay the decision and make the investment in year 10, we get 

an abatement cost of 583 NOK/t. Thus it appears that we should wait until year 10 to make the investment. 

Since the CO2 emission is not discounted it counts equally as if we make the investment today. Thus we 

disregard the fact that one will emit CO2 over the 10-year period. If we instead discount the CO2 emission as 

well, we get an abatement cost of 950 NOK/t today and in year 10. Hence it does not matter if we invest 

today or in ten years. This will most likely increase the incentive to invest today because it will reduce the 

CO2 emission starting today and not in ten years. 

3.3.2. Clean Electricity at The NCS 
One of the major ambitions of the MTE (2012) is to supply the Norwegian continental shelf (NCS) with 

clean electricity from land. This comprises especially all new oil and gas installations and some existing 

ones. Today the energy demand of the installations is covered through the supply from gas turbines. The gas 

turbines are relatively effective. In his paper Osmundsen (2012) mention that the turbine at the NCS 

effectively exploits 30-35% of the energy potential in the gas, while the gas turbines on the continent can 

exploit around 70% of the gas. If the gas turbines are constructed in a way that allows them to reuse some of 

the exhaust, the exploitation doubles. Today, only three such turbines exist on the NCS. The reason being 

that the gas turbines requires a lot of space, which is often limited on offshore installations. When estimating 

the cost of replacing gas turbines offshore with clean power form land there are several factors that must be 

included in the equation. One must include the investment in sea cables, gas turbines and transformers 
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among other things. Another feature to include is the possible saved costs in CO2 allowances and gas for 

power production.  

 

The Climate and Pollution Agency (CPA) estimates that the abatement cost offshore, for existing oilrigs, 

would lie in the interval between 1000-4000 NOK/t CO2 (MTE, 2012). For newbuilds the MAC equals 700-

3000 NOK/t CO2. In contrast a CO2 allowance today cost 30 NOK/t CO2 (Nationen, 2013). Adding 

Norwegian taxes on emission this equals 502 NOK/t CO2 (Statoil, 2011). A company will only consider 

implementing new environmental friendly technology if the cost of doing so is lower than the cost of buying 

CO2 allowances. Osmundsen (2012) argues that with the given price of CO2 allowances it is absolutely 

irrational to supply the NCS with electricity from land. And the major oil companies agree. According to 

Statoil they have no plans to substitute their existing installations with clean electricity (NRK, 2012). Given 

the high abatement cost and low allowance cost this is relatively obvious. To increase the incentive for the 

oil companies to replace the gas turbines with electric power the government proposes to increase the tax on 

CO2 with 200 NOK/ton (MTE, 2012). Based on this proposal the oil companies have been asked to make an 

economic analysis of the possibilities to implement power from land.  

 

Today Statoil is only looking at one new project that might be electrified, the development at the Utsira 

formation (Statoil, 2012). The Utsira formation will consist of four oil platforms: Johan Sverdrup, Ivar 

Aasen, Dagny and Edvard Grieg. The oil field is straight west for the gas power plant Kårstø. Statoil, the 

operator on most of the platforms, believe that they can use the gas power plant at Kårstø as a hub for the 

land based power to supply the oil field. See Appendix 5 for an illustration of the oil and gas field. 

Table'3.3'–'Abatement'cost'for'Utsira'(power'from'land)'

Capex& MNOK&

Capex+(PV):+ &

Transformers&onshore/offshore& &&4&000&

Sea&cables& &&2&000&

Other&costs& &&2&000&

Total+capex+ ++8+000+
&& &

Opex+(PV):+ &

Cost&of&electricity&

Sale&of&gas&

Saved&emission&tax&(NOx)&

&&&7&230&

T&&1&288&

T&&3&639&

Total+Opex++ +++2+303+

&

&

Reduction+in+CO2+emission+(PV)+ ++7+278+
& &

Abatement+cost& +1+416+NOK+t/CO2&

Source: Based on Statoil (2012)   
&
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&

As both the picture in the appendix and the factors above illustrate, it requires substantial structures to 

transfer the power from land to the oilrigs. Statoil (2012) estimate that the investment alone could be 8 

billion NOK excluding operational cost. The oilrigs will have a power demand between 250-300 MW. 

Statoil assess that if the platforms uses 300 MW the total emission of CO2 could be reduced with 1.5 million 

ton/year. Table 3.3 depicts the possible cost for the proposed project. It is based on preliminary estimates 

done by Statoil (2012) and the project described in section 3.3.4. 

 

To find the abatement cost the author assumes that the oil platform will be operated 95% of the time period, 

which is a standard assumption. Statoil estimates that the gas turbines will produce 5000 hours per year. 

Following the power demand of 250-300 MW and the produced hours, the platform would need a power 

supply of 1.25-1.5 TWh per annum. The capital expenditure (Capex) for the project will be around 8 billion 

NOK. The Capex is the difference between the cost of the new replacement and a base case. In the base case 

the current gas turbine is assumed to be replaced with a new one.6 The major cost would consist of the 

factors mentioned above such as sea cables, rebuilding of the platform and transformers. Since Statoil have 

not done a detailed analysis of the project the costs above is based on the project described in section 3.3.4. 

The project in 3.3.4 is based on clean power to the high power land based industry, but have many 

similarities to the offshore situation since both is based on gas replacement.  

 

In addition to this, one must also include the excess gas and CO2 allowances that the platforms will no longer 

need. The excess gas will also be sold to the market at spot prices assumed to be constant at 1.77 Sm3. This 

will be deducted from the Opex, which incorporates the price of power to the platform. The electricity prices 

will vary over the lifetime of the project, starting at 0.45 NOK/kWh in 2017 and increasing to 0.79 

NOK/kWh in 2040. Given the proposed green certificate scheme the spot projection is perhaps a bit 

exaggerated because more power will probably lower the spot price in the long run. The reason for the high 

electricity price is to account for possible risk factors (Statoil, 2012). With a potential lifetime of 23 years 

from 2017-2040 and using equation 4.1 this gives an abatement cost of 1416 NOK/t. Both the total cost and 

the total emission are discounted using a nominal rate of 7%, where inflation is set at 2%. See Appendix 6.a 

for further assumptions.  

 

An abatement cost of 1416 NOK/t is in the lower part of the interval 700-3000 NOK/t mentioned by the 

CPA. Since the calculation is based on relatively high prices of electricity, the abatement cost could actually 

become lower. Based on these figures it is hard to argue why Statoil or other oil companies should invest in 

CO2 reducing technology with the low price of the CO2 allowances. This is currently the only oil field Statoil 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!There is currently no available information regarding the actual cost for the base case.!
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is considering and illustrates how reluctant the oil companies are to supply the NCS with power from land 

because of the high costs involved.  

3.3.3. Electrification of The Car Park 

By initiating a series of actions Norway hope to reduce the car parks CO2 emission from 128g CO2/km in 

2012 to 85g CO2/km in 2020 (MTE, 2012). Some of the means to reach this target will consist of increased 

taxes on emission, better services for el-car owners and using the clean electricity in el-cars. The Ministry of 

Transport and Communications (2009) estimate that the share of el-cars will increase with 1% annually from 

2010-2020. Today only 1% of the car park is electrified. This means that 10% of the car park will use 

electricity as energy source in 2020. If one assumes that these cars will use clean electricity, something that 

is far from certain, the reduction in CO2 emission will equal 1 million tonnes CO2-equivalents based on 2011 

figures (Jørgensen et al., 2010). One million of the planned reduction in 2020 of 15 million tonnes CO2-

equivalents is not a very large share. In addition these el-cars will use around 530 GWh annually. That is 

equal to only 4% of the additional clean electricity that will be produced through the green certificates. 

 

Jørgensen et al. (2010) have made further estimations of the economical impact on the electrification of the 

car park. They estimate that the increased number of el-cars will reduce the taxes to the government because 

el-cars are exempt from taxation. In 2010, with only 1% of the car park powered by electricity, this number 

amounted to 850 million NOK. However if the 10% of the car park is electrified, this figure will rise to 4 

billion NOK in lost income in 2020. The loss in income is split between taxation on cars and petrol. The 

latter must be considered as a positive effect. Furthermore the el-cars deteriorate the roadway in the same 

manner as a car running on petrol, at least for the future el-cars with greater range. To avoid this loss of 

income the government should impose taxation also for the el-cars after some time. Either way it seems 

difficult that the government could avoid a loss in income. If they increase the taxation on el-cars, it will 

most likely reduce the demand and hence reduce the possible climate effect.  

 

The total climate effect from substituting the traditional car park with el-cars seems to have little overall 

effect. A one million reduction in CO2 of the targeted 15 million equal only 7%. In light of this the 

government should perhaps have a more proactive approach to incentivise people to buy el-cars. With the 

current energy production in Norway and the introduction of more clean electricity the foundation for a 

growing el-car park is definitely present. If the total climate effect rises, the sceptics will most likely be 

willing to forgo a loss in income from taxation.   
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3.3.4. Clean Electricity in The High Power Land Based Industry 

As illustrated in section 2.1 the high power industry in Norway accounts for 31% or 35 TWh of the 

electricity consumed each year. Since Norway have a high share of renewable power, many of these factories 

or plants uses electricity from a renewable source. But many still, especially refineries and gas plants, uses 

gas or coal as their energy source. The concept of clean electricity in the high power industry involves 

substituting gas or coal power generators with electric power generators. The introduction of the new clean 

power could be used at some of these facilities. This will ensure that the renewable power produced finds its 

way to current polluters. In turn this will reduce the CO2 emission generated from the industry.  

 

In 2009 the Climate and Pollution Agency imposed Statoil to evaluate the cost and benefits of supplying the 

LNG terminal in Hammerfest with electricity. This was further emphasised in the NWPCE where one of the 

suggestions was to use the excess electricity from the el-certificates in existing and new high power industry 

(MTE, 2012). In their evaluation, Statoil (2011), estimate that the cost of action will amount to 1478 – 1918 

NOK/t, based on two different alternatives. The main point in both alternatives is to replace the power 

created from gas turbines with electricity. The first alternative does not include carbon capture and storage 

(CCS) and have a potential to reduce the CO2 emission with 67%, equivalent to 0.6 million tonnes CO2. In 

Alternative 1 the power is used to heat oil in a gas compressed tank. The second alternative includes CCS 

and reduces the emission with 92% equivalent to 0.85 million tonnes CO2. The idea in Alternative 2 is to 

heat the oil indirectly through steam from a tank powered by biofuel. The company stresses the importance 

of an upgrade in the existing power grid to utilise the power. Furthermore, the electricity supplied must come 

from a renewable source. 

Table'3.4'–'Abatement'cost'Hammerfest'LNG'(replacing'gas'turbines)'

Capex& Alt.&1&MNOK& Alt.&2&MNOK&

Capex+(PV):+ & &

Capex& &&865& 6&804&

&

& &

Total+capex& ++865& 6+804+
&& & &

Opex+(NPV):+ + +
Cost&of&electricity&

Sale&of&gas&

Saved&emission&tax&(NOx)&

Other&opex&

13&491&

T&3&387&

T&&&&462&

&&1&057&&

13&490&

T&4&699&

T&&&&377&

&&4&059&

Total+Opex++ 10+699& 12+473+

&

& &

Reduction+in+CO2+emission+(PV)+ ++7+823+ 10+052+

&

& &

Abatement+cost+ +1+478+NOK+t/CO2+ 1+917+NOK+t/CO2+
& & &

Source:(Statoil((2012)(
& &

&
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&

In table 3.4 both alternatives are compared to a base case. Hence the costs are the difference between the 

alternative and the base case.  In the base case, a new turbine will replace the gas turbine in 2016. Statoil 

reveals no information regarding the cost of the base case, only that the cost given for the alternatives is 

additional cost compared to a base case. Based on Alternative 1 the total investment is estimated to a PV 

11.6 billion NOK and a PV for the CO2 emission of 7.8 million tonnes. The main cost drivers are the initial 

investment in new technology and the price of electricity. The price of electricity is assumed to increase from 

0.45 NOK/kWh in 2017 to 0.79 NOK/kWh in 2040. Using equation 3.1 this gives a MAC of 1478 NOK/t 

CO2. The abatement cost calculated by Statoil (2011) uses a nominal discount rate of 7% with an inflation 

rate of 2%.  

 

For Alternative 2 the total cost is estimated to 19.3 billion and a reduction in CO2 emission of 10 Mton. The 

main cost drivers here are the same as for Alternative 1., but the Capex is substantially higher. This is 

because the alternative includes carbon capture and storage (CCS). Following this the abatement cost for 

alternative two is 1918 NOK/t CO2. The cost of upgrading the electricity grid is not included, and this 

upgrade will not be conducted before at least 2017. For further assumptions and calculation see Appendix 

6.b. Despite that the rapport was filed two years ago an investment decision has yet not been made. The main 

reason for this, as mentioned numerous times, is the very low CO2 allowance cost. Statoils current CO2 

allowance cost and taxes on the LNG plant amounts to only 502 NOK/t CO2, which is only a third of the 

abatement cost of alternative one. Thus it is much cheaper for Statoil to buy CO2 allowances and pollute 

instead of investing in clean technology.   

 

Another high power industry in Norway is the metal production. The metal industry, in particular the 

production of aluminium, emitted over 5.2 million tonnes CO2 in 2010 and is one of the most power 

demanding industries in Norway (MTE, 2012). A typical plant, such as Hydro’s aluminium plant at Karmøy, 

uses around 6 TWh. This is equal to 5% of Norway’s total production. Fortunately many of these plants 

already use local clean electricity in form of hydropower. One of the government targets is to use the power 

produced from the green certificates in new aluminium plants in Norway. Of the wanted production of 13.2 

TWh one needs only two new plants to utilise the electricity. The problem is however, that the aluminium 

producers, Hydro and Elkem, have no plans to build new plants in Norway (NRK, 2012).   

 

3.4. General Conclusion 
The introduction of green certificates in Norway will be a considerable investment. The cost carried by the 

consumers is estimated to 51.5 billion NOK over the period from 2012-2035. This money should fund the 

creation of 13.2 TWh more renewable energy. Since Norway already is considered an energy independent 
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country it is important that this new clean energy is not exported, but used in Norway instead of energy from 

fossil fuel. This will ensure that Norway’s renewable energy share increases and that the CO2 emission 

decreases. It is important to stress than even though Norway can reduce their CO2 emission, there must be an 

understanding among the policy makers that in a wider scope it could have little effect. Because Norway is 

participating in the EU ETS, the green certificates and other climate initiatives might just subsidise a shift in 

CO2 emissions, and not a reduction.  

 

Through both the MTE and NVE the government has proposed several initiatives that could provide the 

desired effect. Clean power from land to the offshore sector is the government’s main ambition on how to 

reduce the current CO2 emissions. Based on the estimated abatement cost for the project at Utsira compared 

to the tax and allowance cost, the ambition does not appear realistic. It should be mentioned that the 

abatement cost can be estimated in several different ways and depend on many assumptions. Thus there is 

significant uncertainty tied to the project. This is another reason why a corporation such as Statoil would not 

risk such a large investment if not 100 per cent sure that the project is worth undertaking.  

 

With regards to the suggestion of more el-cars, the conclusion is a little unclear. If the clean power finds its 

way to the el-cars and more people buy el-cars it will definitely have an impact. However, it will come at a 

high cost. If 10% of the car park uses electric power in 2020 it could reduce the emission of GHG with 1 

million ton. As mentioned this equals only 7% of the planned reduction in emissions towards 2020 and will 

imply a possible loss in income for the government of nearly 4 billion NOK. If this ratio is reduced by an 

increase in the number of el-cars and a decrease in lost taxes this initiative could be appreciated.  

 

In the last initiative the concept relied upon replacing gas turbines on onshore industry plants with electric 

power from the grid. The example described was a gas terminal in Hammerfest, and the abatement cost for 

the project was quite high compared to the existing power source. Based on these estimates it is unlikely that 

this will be implemented in the near future. It requires also a significant upgrade of the existing grid, which 

is not accounted for in the abatement cost measure. Another idea put forward in NWPCE is to ensure that 

new plants related to aluminium production are located close to a renewable source (mainly hydropower) to 

ensure clean electricity to heavy power industry (MTE, 2012). This is by far the best proposal and solution 

on how to make use of the new renewable power produced towards 2020. The only problem is that none of 

the aluminium producers have any plans to build a new factory in Norway because of other economic 

aspects (NRK, 2012).   
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4. Wind Farm Development in Norway 
This chapter will mainly describe the current and future investments in wind energy. Two different wind 

farms will be elaborated upon, namely an onshore wind farm and an offshore wind farm. Without going into 

too many technical details both wind structures and their functions will be described. Further the total cost 

estimate will be presented for both projects, together with a levelised cost of energy (LCOE). The LCOE 

provides an indication of the competitiveness of the two technologies.  

 Lastly the chapter focuses on possible challenges that arise when producing power from wind 

turbines and possible solutions to solve these. 

 

4.1. Onshore Wind Farm 
Norway’s intention is to increase the production of renewable power with 13.2 TWh by 2020. It is believed 

that most of this clean power will come from hydropower (Haugestad, 2012). Since hydropower is a mature 

technology and new projects are mostly small-scale developments, the authorities expect that the new el-

certificates will stimulate to more wind power production. This section gives a brief account of the 

development of onshore wind farms in Norway. The onshore wind farm case is also presented.  

 

4.1.1. Historical Retrospect  

At the end of 2012 Norway had 18 operational wind farms across the country, from Lindesnes in the south to 

Kjøllefjord/Lebesby in the far north (NVE, 2013b)7. The land based wind farms have a capacity ranging 

from 2 MW to 110 MW. The combined capacity is 704 MW, which is equivalent to around 1.6 TWh 

annually. The production from these wind farms amounts to only 1% of Norway’s total power production. In 

addition to these 18, four are under construction (NVE, 2013b). In (Januray) 2013 NVE had granted licences 

to construct 5200 MW, where a mere 704 MW was completed. Only 255 MW was constructed after 2009, 

which means that they receive green certificates. Considering that already in 2011 the NVE had given 

licenses for 4000 MW the construction process seems to drag out. There are several reasons for this. Wind 

turbines are enormous and require many steps of transportation to reach its destination in Norway. Most of 

them are produced at the European continent and then shipped to Norway in fragments. In addition the 

construction companies must first build infrastructure to install and maintain the turbines. These factors 

illustrate how complicated and expensive the process is. Thus many of the licences will never be used 

because the return on investment (ROI) will never become profitable.  

 

Up until the introduction of the el-certificates these projects where subsidised by ENOVA through the 

climate fund mentioned in section 2.5. From 1.1.2012 these projects are subsidized through the el-certificates 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!The author have determined wind projects larger than 2 MW to be recognized as a wind farm!
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or green certificates. The largest producer in the wind power market is Statkraft Agder Energi Vind (SAE 

Vind). SAE Vind is a subsidiary owned jointly by Statkraft and Agder Energi, which are both in some form 

owned by the government. SAE produces around half of the current production in Norway, and have several 

projects under development. SAE currently operates three wind farms in Norway, which have a total 

capacity of 250 MW (SAE Vind, 2013). The three wind farms are located at the west coast (Smøla), in the 

middle of Norway (Hitra) and in the far north (Kjøllefjord). This illustrates the landscape and conditions that 

Norway presents. With a long coastline together with rough weather the country is ideal for the development 

of wind power. The only drawback is that at all the locations where wind production is ideal there is also a 

lot of challenging surfaces. The huge intervention in the nature is extremely expensive. An illustration of this 

is the project at Midtfjellet where only the construction of the road between the wind turbines is estimated to 

100 million NOK (NRK, 2012).  

 

This thesis will use a project from SAE Vind as an example for the onshore wind farm calculation because of 

the available information and the size of the project.  

 

4.1.2. Technical Aspect  
A wind turbine is a device that converts kinetic energy from the wind, called wind energy, into mechanical 

energy known as wind power (SAE Vind, 2013). There exist two different wind turbine concepts; Vertical 

Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) and Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) where VAWT exploits the 

momentum created from the blades and HAWT exploit the gravity. HAWT is the most used technology and 

nearly every commercialized project uses this technology. The wind turbines are classified from I to IV 

depending on the average wind speed they are designed for, and categorized by either A or B depending on 

the level of turbulence (Brand et al., 2011). I.e IA is designed for an average wind speed of 10 m/s and a 

turbulence of 18%. The wind turbines are usually painted white so that they are more visible for air traffic. 

The towers can reach from 60-120 meters above the ground and the blades are usually between 40 and 60 

meters long. The wind turbines planned at Brosviksåta by SAE is 70-110 meters high and blades between 

40-65 meters long (SAE Vind, 2011). This demonstrates that the wind turbines are designed differently at 

each location to exploit the most of the possible wind energy.   
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Figure'4.1'–'Illustration'of'a'wind'turbine'

 

(

 

Figure 4.1 illustrates a HAWT’s components. The wind energy that the blades accumulate is transferred 

from the rotor to the main axle. The speed of the main axle is equal to rotation speed of the blades and is 

about 15 revolutions per minute (RPM). The momentum of the main axle is very high since the speed is low 

and the energy production high. The generator transforms the mechanical power into electrical power. In 

short the generator produces electricity when a conductor is moved relative to a changing magnetic field. 

The magnetic field is made up of magnetic minerals. The wind energy will turn the generator and will create 

a varying magnetic field. The kinetic energy from the movement will produce electricity because the 

magnetic field is changing continuously. The different gears are used in a high-speed generator to achieve 

the desired revolution per minute (RPM). A normal high-speed generator needs an RPM of 1500, while a 

rotor only turns around 15 RPM. Thus the generator needs to be geared up 100 times. The brake is used to 

regulate the transmission from the gearbox to the generator in case of extreme situation or under 

maintenance. An extreme situation refers to extreme weather or too high speed for the wind turbine to 

handle.  

 

When the power is produced it is transferred to the grid that connects the different wind turbines and into the 

electricity market. Since the wind turbines are difficult to manoeuvre it will only produce power when the 

wind blows in a certain direction. However, they have a little engine called a yaw engine that can move them 
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to some extent according to the wind. Each turbine is adapted to utilise their maximum potential, which is 

determined by the height of the turbine, diameter of the blades and the position towards the wind. They will 

also have their own production interval with regards to the wind speed. Most wind turbines are designed to 

produce power in a wind speed interval of 4 – 25 m/s (SAE Vind, 2011). There will be no production below 

4 m/s and full capacity is normally reached at 14 m/s. Above 25 m/s the wind turbine will shut down to avoid 

unnecessary damages. Because of the change in weather and wind speed the production could be very 

unstable. This is known as grid intermittency and is defined as a source of energy that is not continuously 

available due to some factor outside direct control (Gardner and Papadopoulos, 2012). This and other 

challenges for wind power will be dealt with in section 4.3. 

 

4.1.3. Levelised Cost of Energy 
Electricity generation costs are a fundamental part of analysing an energy project, and a good understanding 

of these are necessary when making the investment decision. The Department for Energy and Climate 

Change (DECC) in the United Kingdom have designed a formula for calculating these costs, referred to as 

the Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE). Cost data is broken down to a cost per MW or MWh for the lifetime 

of a plant, from planning cost through construction and operation cost (DECC, 2012). A “levelised cost” is 

an average cost over the lifetime of the project per MWh electricity generated. In this thesis the cost will be 

further broken down to cost per kWh. The reason for the NOK/kWh conversion is how Norwegian experts 

refer to the electricity spot price and how customers measure the price volatility. The DECC methodology 

for levelised cost of energy do not include future positive cash flows, only the costs associated with the 

specific project.  

 

The formula first estimates the net present value of both Capex and Opex. This is the numerator in the 

levelised cost of energy equation. Capex, capital expenditure, is associated with the pre-development cost, 

construction cost and the infrastructure cost. Opex, operational expenditure, is the lifetime cost of the 

project. It includes maintenance, insurance, decommissioning, connection cost and fuel cost. Both Capex and 

Opex is then summed and divided by the appropriate discount factor. The discount factor used is often the 

nominal discount factor to account for inflation (Darling et al, 2010). These calculations are summarised in 

equation 4.1: 

Equation'4.1–'Net'present'value'of'total'cost'for'the'LCOE 

!4.1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#!!"!!"#$%!!"#$ = !Σ! !!
!"#$% + !"#$

(1+ !"#$!%&!!"#$%&'(!!"#$)! 

 

n = time period 
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In the same manner as the total cost, the electricity generation is also discounted to reach a net present value. 

The reason that one is discounting the electricity generation is to give a total net present value for the 

levelised cost of energy. The NPV of electricity generation is thus the denominator in the final equation. The 

electricity generation consist of the capacity of the plant, expected load factor, expected availability and the 

expected efficiency. These factors are summed and discounted using the appropriate discount factor. Since 

the electricity generation is not affected by the inflation the real rate is more suitable for discounting 

purposes (Darling et al, 2010). Equation 5.2 summarises these calculations: 

Equation'4.27'Net'present'value'of'electricity'generation'for'the'LCOE 

4.2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#!!"!!"#$%&'$'%(!!"#"$%&'(# = !Σ! !!
!"#!!"!#$%&#&$'!!"#"$%&'(#
(1+ !"#$!!"#$%&'(!!"#$)! !!!! 

 

   n= time period 

 

Based on these two equations the equation for the levelised cost of energy is thus the net present value of 

total cost over the net present value of electricity generation: 

Equation'4.3'–'Levelised'cost'of'energy 

4.3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#"$%&"'!!"#$!!"!!"#$%& = ! !"#!!"!!"#$%!!"#$
!"#!!"!!"#$%&'$'%(!!"#"$%&'(# 

 

Since the total cost is discounted using a nominal rate and the electricity generation discounted using a real 

rate it is often referred to as the real levelised cost of energy (Darling et al., 2010). However, should one use 

the nominal rate to discount both the numerator and denominator, it is referred to as the nominal levelised 

cost of energy. It should be mentioned that the LCOE is not a perfect measure for a net present value of a 

project. The levelised cost is highly sensitive to the underlying data and assumptions. These include the 

Capex, Opex, load factor and discount rate. One should use different sources when measuring project 

profitability and not only point estimates. In chapter 6 different scenarios will be used to analyse the 

competitiveness of both onshore and offshore wind farms.  

 

4.1.4. Brosviksåta Wind Farm 

Brosvikåta in Gluten municipally is one of the areas that SAE Vind wish to build a wind farm. The place is 

located at the Norwegian west coast with ideal conditions for wind power production. This wind farm will be 

the basis for this thesis when analysing the competitiveness of the onshore wind farms financed by the green 

certificates. The company applied for a construction licence in July 2011 to the NVE, but a construction 

decision is yet to be made. The plan is to build at least 35 wind turbines with a capacity of 3MW per turbine. 
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This will generate around 283 GWh annually which is equivalent to the power consumption of 14 000 

households8. The wind turbines suggested in the project is Vestas V-90. As described above all wind turbines 

are classified according to wind speed and turbulence. In this wind farm the turbines are classified as IA with 

an average wind speed of 10 m/s and a turbulence of 18%. The turbines will have a height of 124 m and a 

rotor diameter of 90 m. The average wind speed in the area is 8.3 m/s. SAE Vind (2011) estimates that the 

turbines will be fully operational 2700 hours annually. This is a bit below average of what the Vestas V-90 

can normally produce which is 3500 hours. The reason is that the turbines will be placed in a relatively small 

area with high turbulence and high wake effect. Turbulence is how volatile the wind is, i.e how often its 

changes direction. Wake effect describes how one turbine can “steal” wind from another. When the turbines 

are placed in a small field some of the turbines can stand in the shadow of another and thus the production 

declines. Table 4.1 summarises the data: 

Table'4.1'–'Technical'data'for'Brosviksåta'wind'farm'

Parameter& Value&

Type&of&turbine& Vestas&VT90&

Installed&capacity& 105&MW&

Number&of&turbines& 35&

Annual&energy&production& 283&GWh&

Operation& 2700&hours&

Turbine&size& 3&MW&

Total&height& 124&m&

Rotor&diameter& 90&m&

Average&wind&speed& 8.3&m/s&

Source:'SAE'Wind'(2011) 

4.1.5. Investment Estimate 
The largest investment in the project will of course be the wind turbines itself. Because of the rough terrain 

and the low infrastructure in the area, there will be considerably investments in roads, grids and cables. The 

roads alone could cost 100 MNOK. In the table below, table 4.2, is a summary of the main costs and the 

estimated LCOE for the project. The main costs are taken from SAE Vind’s application to the NVE. The 

wind turbines and the foundation are estimated to 950 MNOK. The wind farm will also needs its own 

transformation station and connection to the central grid. These cost are estimated to 70 MNOK. In addition 

to these cost, one have to consider administration, project management, insurance and other cost. These are 

estimated to 100 MNOK. In total this equals an investment or Capex of 1280 MNOK.  If we divide the 

Capex per MW (105) this is equal to 12.2 million NOK. This is typical for an onshore wind project. On 

average a wind turbine will then cost 36.6 million before tax, considering a wind farm of 35 wind turbines. 

One can further break this investment down to kroner per kWh if that is necessary.  

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Based on an annual consumption of 20 000 kWh per household 
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4.1.5.1. Production 

Production or electricity generation is based on three factors; hours of operation, number of wind turbines, 

grid loss and the capacity of each turbine. For simplicity grid loss is assumed to be zero. This calculation is 

expressed in Equation 4.4: 

Equation'4.4'–'Estimating'annual'electricity'production''

4.4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!""#$%!!!"#$%&'"( = !!!×!!!!×!!! 
 

Ht: Hours per year 

Wt: Number of wind turbines 

Ct: Capacity per wind turbine  
Source: Authors own calculation 

 

If one wind turbine is operational in 2700 hours per year it will produce 8100 MWh with an installed 

capacity of 3 MW per turbine. Using equation 4.4 this totals an annual production just above 283.5 GWh. 

 

4.1.5.2. Opex 
Further the company believes that the operational expenditure (Opex) for maintenance and modifications 

could be 0.12 – 0.16 NOK/kWh. Based on similar projects and experiences the author believes the Opex will 

be in the high end of this estimate: 0.16 NOK/kWh. The Opex is also assumed to increase with inflation set 

at 2 % annually. The lifetime of the project is assumed to be 22 years, from 2013 to 2035. The reason is that 

in 2035 the el-certificates remuneration system will expire. However, all renewable projects with a 

production start before 2020 will receive remuneration for a total of 15 years. Thus meaning that this project 

will only receive additional compensation until the start of 2028. Since this is a cost estimate and not a NPV 

of the total project it will not affect the LCOE.  

 

4.1.5.3. LCOE 
With the mentioned investment cost (Capex) and operational cost (Opex) the net present value of total cost 

equals 1.7 billion NOK, using equation 4.1. The total cost is discounted using a nominal interest rate of 10% 

where the inflation is assumed to be constant of 2% throughout the lifetime of the project. A nominal rate of 

10% is actually 3.5% higher than the standard discount rate used by SAE Vind. A discount rate of 10% is 

used by DECC (2012) to compare similar projects across technologies in the renewable sector. The LCOE, 

as mentioned, do not account for all the uncertainties tied to a project. Therefore a 10% nominal discount 

rate could account for some of the risk. It should be stressed that even though the DECC uses a 10% discount 

rate this is a pretty high rate. The net present value of the electricity generation is estimated to 2.9 TWh. The 
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basis for this number is the yearly output of 283 GWh9. The electricity generation is then discounted using a 

real interest rate of 7.8% due to the fact that the electricity generation is not subject to any inflation. As 

mentioned in section 4.1.3, the LCOE is referred to as the real LCOE, where the cost is discounted using the 

nominal rate and the output discounted using the real rate (Darling et al, 2011).  The wind farm is also 

assumed to be all equity financed. Regardless of project or technology the investment appraisal should be 

indifferent of the capital structure. The levelised cost of energy for Brosviksåta using equation 4.3 is thus 

0.59 NOK/kWh.  

Table'4.2'–'LCOE'for'Brosviksåta'

Investment& MNOK&
Capex:+
Wind&turbines& 950&

Roads&and&cables& 160&

Transformer&and&grid& 70&

Other&cost*& 100&

Total+ 1+280+
Capex&pr.&MW& 12.2&

&

Opex:& &&

Opex&pr.&kWh& 0.16&NOK&/&kWh&

Total+Opex+ 1+238+

&

&&

PV+of+Total+Cost& 1+739&
Total&cost&pr.&turbine&

+
50&

+
PV+of+Electricity+Generation& 2.93+TWh&
+ +
& &

Levelised+Cost+of+Energy& 0.59+NOK+/+kWh&
* Administration cost, insurance and occurring cost. 

Source: Authors own calculation 

 

This LCOE is a bit low by European measures (DECC, 2012). The DECC (2012) have gathered data for 

UK’s on-going projects and estimated their levelised cost per MWh to £70-115. This equals a LCOE of 0.60-

1 NOK/kWh10. The small difference can be subject to several factors such underestimating the investment 

cost, lifetime of the project and load factor. When comparing the project to other onshore wind farms in 

Norway the estimate seems plausible. Comparing the LCOE for Brosviksåta to an average LCOE for 

hydropower the cost difference becomes quite clear. An average LCOE for a hydropower project with 

similar capacity is estimated to 0.18- 0.27 NOK/kWh (NVE, 2007). That is less than half of the calculated 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!35 turbines x 2700 hours x 3 MW= 283 GWh!
10 GB £1 = 8.5 NOK 
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cost per kWh for the onshore wind farm. More background figures to the LCOE can be found in Appendix 

10. 

 

All calculations are done using the valuation model designed for this thesis. The valuation model is standard 

net present value valuation model for wind projects, both onshore and offshore. Further assumptions and 

explanations to the model will be outlined in the financial theory section in chapter 5. 

 

4.2. Offshore Wind Farm 
There are no offshore wind farms currently operated in Norway. The power producers have previously not 

found them economically feasible. The introduction of the green certificates could change this opinion, but 

as long as onshore wind farm projects are more profitable they will be developed first. Later in this section 

an investment estimate will be presented together with a LCOE. The LCOE illustrates clearly the two 

different investment cases.  

 

4.2.1. Historical Retrospect  
In contrast to onshore wind power, offshore wind power is a relatively new technology. The reason is that 

offshore wind farms are considered to be significantly more expensive than onshore wind both in terms of 

investment and operational expenses (DECC, 2012). The first offshore wind farm was built in Vindeby, 

Denmark, in 1991. This project has been the basis for the further development of offshore wind technology. 

Today, Europe has around 1250 offshore wind turbines with a capacity of 3.3 GW (NVE, 2012). In contrast, 

Norway has only one installed offshore turbine. This is located outside Karmøy. The turbine is a new wind 

turbine concept developed by Norsk Hydro, now Statoil. The concept is called Hywind and consists of a 

floating wind turbine designed for 100-700 meter depths. The turbine can be seen in Appendix 7. 

 

With the long coast line and windy weather one should think that Norway is ideal for offshore wind power. 

One of the main reasons that Norway has not further developed offshore wind power is the high cost 

associated with such an investment. In Great Britain they introduced el-certificates in the beginning of 2000. 

Today they have a strong a solid market for certificates, and both domestic and international companies are 

investing in Great Britain. A joint-venture between Statkraft and Statoil, recently opened a wind farm in 

Sheringham.  In addition also Germany, France, Denmark, Canada, USA, China, Japan and South-Korea 

have on-going projects. With the introduction of the green certificates in Norway, this could contribute to 

increase the development of offshore wind technology. However, with the previous remuneration scheme the 

offshore alternative have not been economically feasible.  
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4.2.2. Technical Aspect for Foundation Based Turbines 

When constructing an onshore wind farm one could choose between two main types; HAWT, which exploits 

the horizontal power, and VAWT that explores the vertical. The same turbines apply to an offshore project, 

and again is HAWT the most common one. An offshore wind turbine produces power in the same manner as 

an onshore on (see section 4.1.2).  The main difference between an onshore wind farm and an offshore one is 

how the turbines are connected to the ground. Despite the high cost associated with offshore wind parks they 

are often preferred to onshore wind farms. The reason is that the wind is often stronger and more stable 

offshore. There are no trees or other obstacles that create turbulence. And without turbulence the wind 

turbines can exploit more of the wind and thus have a higher production. There are also few space 

restrictions, which minimize the wake effects since the turbines can be placed over a larger area. Many 

climate activists argue that building onshore wind turbines will damage the local environment and make 

lasting scars in the nature. With offshore turbines this problematic is non-relevant. By having the turbines far 

from land one can make the turbines larger and more powerful. 

 

 There are several different foundations available when constructing an offshore wind farm. The one you 

choose depends on many parameters. Wind speed, depth, location and waves must all be considered. The 

main types of foundation are monopile, gravity foundation and jacket foundation.  

 

4.2.2.1. Monopile 
As per today the most used foundation form for offshore turbines is the monopile (LORC, 2013). The 

monopile is hammered down into the seabed and works both as foundation and support structure. Because of 

this the structure is more exposed to hydrodynamic loads from the water, than a jacket foundation. This 

vulnerability makes the mono pile more suited for shallow waters from 0-25 meter depths. The pile rests at 

the bottom and usually with the same length above as below the seabed. On top of the pile is a transition 

tube. The transition tube provides the connection between the pile and the wind turbine tower. The transition 

tube is needed for hammering the monopile into the ground in order to get it straight down. The transition 

tube is also the main weakness of the concept since it is connected with grout or concrete, which needs to be 

replaced from time to time. 

 

4.2.2.2. Gravity Foundation 
The first foundation created for offshore turbines was the gravity foundation. The principle of the gravity 

base is to hold the wind tower and turbine in place by using the weight and ballast of the structure. The base 

is only resting on the seabed so no drilling or hammering is needed to make the structure. However the 

seabed must be levelled before installing a gravity base. At low depths, below 10 m, the gravity foundation is 

relatively cheap. Above 10 m the structure is not really competitive compared to other alternatives. A great 
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advantage of the gravity based foundation is that the base made of concrete can last for 100 years with little 

maintenance needed (LORC, 2013).  

 

4.2.2.3. Jacket Foundation 
Before 2006 the typical offshore wind farm consisted of either monopiles or gravity foundations (LORC, 

2013). This limited the wind farm development to only 0-25 meter depths. However this changed with the 

introduction of the jacket foundation. This construction can be installed at 45 m. depths. The concept is taken 

from the oil and gas industry where both platforms and drilling rigs is constructed using the same principles. 

The jacket foundation is made up of three or four legs that are connected to each other with bracings. The 

bracings and legs are then connected into tubular joints. As with the monopile the jacket foundation is also 

connected to the wind turbine tower by a transition tube. In contrast to the transition tube on a monopile the 

jacket transition is not as long, which makes it considerably stronger.  

 

4.2.3. Technical Aspect for Floating Turbines 

In addition to the three foundations mentioned above there is also a fourth option that is currently under 

development. The fourth option consists of having the whole wind turbine floating. Because of the sea 

depths there are several places where it is difficult and expensive to install foundation based wind turbines. 

By having the whole wind turbine floating one can move them further from shore where the wind is often 

more stable and powerful. The three main concepts today are Hywind, WindSea and Sway. Hywind, as 

mentioned, was developed by Norsk Hydro and is only a study project. The wind turbine itself rests on a 

floating foundation, which is fastened to the seabed by three cables. The wind turbine is developed by 

Siemens and have a capacity of 2.3 MW.  The module is designed for depths between 120 -700 m, but there 

is no final limit to how deep they can be installed. In Appendix 7 is a picture that illustrates the Hywind wind 

turbine.  

 

Another concept, WindSea, resembles the Hywind but instead of stand alone turbines the WindSea consist of 

three turbines mounted on a platform. The total capacity of the three turbines is 10.8 MW or 3.6 MW per 

turbine. Because they are mounted on a platform they will be more stable and taller than Hywind turbines. 

The whole platform will turn towards the wind direction to ensure maximum utilization. The module can 

operate in depths between 40-700 m and they expect to have a prototype ready between 2013-2014. The 

third concept is called Sway. Sway’s concept is a wind turbine that is connected to floating foundation, much 

like the one in Hywind. The difference is that the Sway is moored with an anchor at the seabed (LORC, 

2013). The company states that the construction could carry a 2.5-5 MW turbine.  
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4.2.4. Havsul I Wind Farm 

The largest offshore project in Norway is Havsul I. It was first developed by Havgul Clean Energy but was 

later sold to Vestavind Offshore, a consortium of seven power companies from the west coast of Norway. 

Havsul I is located outside Herøya, an island in the municipally of Sandøy. The wind farm will consist of 78 

turbines with a capacity of 4.5 MW per turbine (Havgul, 2006). This totals 351 MW. The wind farm will be 

spread over a large area of 49 km2, which will reduce the turbulence and possible “shadow” effects that can 

be experienced on onshore wind farms. Table 4.3 summarises the technical data for Havsul I.  

 

The company estimates that the turbines will produce 3.000 hours annually, which equals an annual 

production of 1.1 TWh. This is far below other offshore wind farms that often produce 3.500 hours or more. 

The recently installed wind farm outside Sheringham will produce 3.500 hours annually (Scira Offshore 

Energy, 2012). One of the reasons for the relatively low production is that the wind farm is only located 2.9 

km from ashore. This is not necessarily a drawback but in this case the average wind speed is low 

considering that it is an offshore wind farm. The average wind speed is measured at 7.5 m/s. Most likely the 

speed would be considerably higher further from land. The reason for the project being installed so close to 

land is that the company wish to use either monopiles or gravity based foundation. As explained earlier these 

two foundations are best suited for depths between 0 and 30 meters. Floating systems such as HyWind and 

WindSea, which can be installed on far deeper depths, were not properly tested when they applied for a 

construction license. Hence it is unlikely that they will switch to floating foundations. 

 

Havsul I will be the basis for the offshore wind farm evaluation for this thesis. The reason is that they have 

been granted a construction license by the NVE in 2009 and because it is the most realistic project in the 

short term.   

 

Table'4.3'–'Technical'data'for'Havsul'I'wind'farm'

Parameter& Value&

Type&of&turbine& Vestas&VT120&

Installed&capacity& 351&MW&

Number&of&turbines& 78&

Annual&energy&production& 1.1&TWh&

Operation& 3,000&hours&

Turbine&size& 4.5&MW&

Total&height& 95&m&

Rotor&diameter& 120&m&

Average&wind&speed& 7.5&m/s&

Source:(Havgul((2006)(
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4.2.5. Investment Estimate 

Based on Havguls (2006) early estimates from 2006 and Vestavind Offshore’s estimates from 2010, the 

initial investment for Havsul I is 8.3 billion NOK. Table 4.4 summarises the investment estimate for Havsul 

I. The initial investment only represents the Capex of the wind farm. The main costs are wind turbines, 

estimated to 4.6 billion, and foundation, 1.8 billion. Contrary to the onshore estimation, a contingency figure 

is added to the Capex. The contingency is 10% of the total Capex and reflects unforeseen events. As is 

evident in table 4.4 the costs associated with offshore wind turbines are significantly higher than onshore 

projects. This is because one needs to add 5-30 meters of foundation and transition tubes in addition to the 

wind turbine. Normally this is not necessary on onshore projects. In addition the wind turbines must first be 

shipped to a port on land and then transported to its final destination offshore. Following these additionally 

costs the risk will be greater. Thus a contingency figure is often added to offshore projects.  

 

4.2.5.1. Production 

The annual production is found using equation 4.4. A capacity of 4.5 MW per turbine combined with a 

production of 3000 hours gives an annual output just above 1 TWh. It is quite clear that an offshore wind 

farm produces much more electricity than an onshore wind farm. Even though there are 78 wind turbines in 

this project compared to 35 in the onshore example, the offshore farm produces almost four time as much 

electricity. Capex divided on the output gives a Capex per MW of 24 million NOK, which is a little lower 

than similar projects (Vestavind Offshore, 2010). The lifetime of the project is the same as for the 

Brosviksåta, 22 years, from 2013-2035. Since the project has not yet received the green light from the 

developers this is a strictly hypothetical estimate.  

 

4.2.5.2. Opex 

Based on similar project such as Greater Gabbard and Sheringham Shoal the maintenance cost or Opex is set 

to 0.25 NOK/kWh. With an Opex of 0.25 NOK/kWh this totals 7.2 billion over 22 years. The operational 

cost will also increase by 2% annually due to inflation.  

 

4.2.5.3. LCOE 
Using equation 4.3 and a nominal discount rate of 10%, where inflation is kept at 2%, the author finds that 

the net present value of the investment equals 11 billion. This gives a total cost per turbine of 141 million. 

The NPV of the production is equal to 10.9 TWh using equation 4.2. The output is discounted using a real 

discount rate of 7.8%. The real LCOE is thus 1.01 NOK/kWh. DECC (2012) estimate that offshore wind 

farms developed in 2012, with a lifespan of 30 years, and using the same discount rate, have a LCOE 
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between 104 £/MWh and 134 £/MWh. This equal 0.88 - 1.14 NOK/kWh11. Hence the estimate of 1.01 

NOK/kWh is within the typical range for an offshore wind farm. A LCOE of 1.01 kWh is almost twice the 

cost of the onshore wind farm at Brosviksåta. This illustrates why there has been little or no interest to 

develop an offshore wind farm in Norway.  

 

Table'4.4'–'LCOE'for'Havsul'I'

Investment& MNOK&
Capex:+
Wind&turbines& 4,563&

Foundation&

Sea&cables&

1,764&

840&

Transformer&and&grid& 420&

Contingency& 750&

Total+ 8,337+
Capex&pr.&MW& 24&

+
Opex:+ &&

Opex&pr.&kWh& 0.25&NOK&/&kWh&

Total+Opex+ 7,186+
&&

&

& &NPV+of+Total+Cost+ 11,002+
Total&cost&pr.&turbine&

&

141&

&

NPV+of+Electricity+Generation+ 10.88+TWh+
& &

& &

Levelised+Cost+of+Energy+ 1.01+NOK+/+kWh+
Source:(Authors(own(calculation(

  

In this chapter an overview of the cost associated with both onshore and offshore wind farms under 

development in Norway has been presented. A LCOE was also presented for both projects. Chapter 6 will 

look further into the cash flow and green certificate remuneration scheme to show the possible economic 

feasibility of the two wind farms.  

 

4.3. Challenges of Wind Power Integration 
When integrating wind power into the electricity grid there are several obstacles that need to be considered. 

The greatest challenge is intermittency. In short, wind power intermittency can be summarised as increasing 

or decreasing power production caused by wind speed changes. Sometimes one needs to shut down the 

production due to overload on the grid, maintenance, metrological conditions or lack in demand. On other 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 GB £1= 8.5 NOK 
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occasions a producer must provide electricity from other sources due to a shortfall in supply. Suppose the 

wind is not blowing or it stops raining, then other sources must make up the shortfall to meet demand.  This 

ramping up or down is known as wind curtailment and represent another challenge to wind power 

integration. The last challenge I will mention in the following section is storage. Today, there exist few or 

good ways to store wind power (Statkraft, 2013). If one could store wind power more efficiently some of the 

challenges above could be resolved. 

 
4.3.1. Grid Intermittency  
Wind power intermittency as mentioned is the how the production fluctuates with the weather conditions. 

This is illustrated in figure 4.2. The figure shows the energy production by wind power and the demand for 

power in January 2011 for the Danish market. The demand is almost always above 2000 MWh/h and below 

3500 MWh/h depending on night or day while the production fluctuates quite significantly. The reason for 

the fluctuation is the wind speed. When the wind is at the optimal level for each turbine the production 

increases. When there is a rapidly increase in the wind speed there is fast ramp up of production and we get 

the spikes illustrated in the graph at point (1.) and (2.) (Gardner and Papadopoulos,2012).  

Figure'5.1'–'Wind'power'production'and'demand'in'Denmark,'Januray'2011'

 
Source:(Energistyrelsen((2013)(
(
At both points one can see that the production falls quickly. This is referred to as a fast ramp down of 

production. This could be caused by a rapidly decrease in wind speed or a storm event that would make the 

turbines stop to prevent damages to the structure. These rapid shifts in production can often complicate the 

power supply management. When one source ramps down another must ramp up to meet the demand. 

Otherwise people will loose their power supply. It is difficult to forecast the weather accurately for more 

than a few days. The energy production will often exceed the demand.  If the production exceeds the demand 

there is an energy surplus. An energy surplus will lead to low spot prices, which is good for the consumer, 

but not for the power producer. Since there are few and inefficient ways to store the wind power, the energy 
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surplus is not dispatched to the grid and is curtailed instead. The opposite situation can also occur. Lets say 

the producers have forecasted a certain production for the next seven days and the production falls 

unexpectedly. Then the producers must buy energy in the market to meet customers demand. Most likely the 

low production will lead to higher spot prices and a potential loss for the power production company.  

 
 
4.3.2. Curtailment 
Because of the intermittency the wind power will sometimes be curtailed to prevent damage to the grid. A 

study by Gardner and Papadopoulos (2012) done for the Irish and the British market shows that as wind 

capacity increases more of gets split. i.e curtailed. This was highly significant for lower curtailment 

threshold assumptions. See Appendix 8 for a graphical presentation. At a threshold at 50% of the total 

market demand the curtailment will limit the wind power to only produce 30% of the UK market. If the 

threshold is increased to 100% of the total market demand than the wind power will produce 40%. In short; 

the greater the wind power production the more will be split. This will strike the marginal wind farm hard. 

Before the wind capacity reaches a point where it is producing 30 to 40% of the UK’s annual electricity 

demand, the marginal wind farm could be losing around half of its production (Gardner and Papadopoulos, 

2012). On the assumption last on first off this will lead to a direct loss for the marginal wind farm. Since this 

scenario is probably 10 years ahead it is likely that some other technology would be cheaper to install in 

order to produce clean energy and reduce CO2 emissions.  

 

In Norway this situation will not occur in the near future. Today only 1% of Norway’s power production 

originates from wind power (Statistics Norway, 2013) and the study mentioned finds no curtailment taking 

place before a 20% wind power production of total demand is reached. The study is not conducted in the 

Norwegian or Scandinavian market and should only serve as guidance to what might happen in the given 

context. Nevertheless, the Norwegian government and power producers should keep in mind that too much 

wind power production could actually have a negative effect on the total output.  

 
 
4.3.3. Storage 
In many ways power from a renewable source is like fresh food, it cannot be stored but must be consumed 

strait after production. For must renewable sources this is true, but hydropower is a special case. In Norway 

where 70% of the power production derives from hydropower one cannot store the power itself but the 

power production. By having huge water reservoirs one can delay the production to avoid curtailment and 

the effect of intermittency. However, this is not the case for wind power. One cannot control the weather or 

save wind in some way. With a current power surplus of 10% in the grid, Norway will have to curtail or 

export the electricity on windy days. Since little or poor technology exists for saving wind power this could 

implicate that the clean energy the wind turbines produces is not used in Norway, but transferred to the 
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European market. The latter depends heavily on the Norwegian grid system. According to Statnett (NRK, 

2012), Norway’s main grid owner and operator, an increase in wind power production or more power 

production in general is not desired with today’s grid structure. They estimate that to handle the increase in 

capacity towards 2020 the government must invest around 70 billions in upgrading the existing grid and 

making new transport grids to Europe (NRK, 2012). 

 

4.3.4. Possible Solutions 
One of the main purposes with this thesis is to show how the Norwegian government can reach their targets 

set out in the NWCPE (MTE, 2012). To accomplish this without subsidising electricity that will only be 

exported, a main concept is to actually make use of the new clean power in an efficient way, as described in 

section 3.3, to reduce the level of CO2 emission. A key here is to find a way to overcome intermittency and 

curtailment linked to wind power production. 

 

4.3.4.1. Pumped-storage Hydropower 
Storage of the wind power generation instead of splitting or exporting it could help to smooth the effect of 

intermittency. As already described, a special feature of hydropower is that it can be stored in reservoirs. 

This has led experts to investigate how to use this feature in combination with other non-storable renewable 

sources. A solution is known as Pumped-storage Hydropower (PSH) (Statkraft, 2013). The idea behind PSH 

is to use the reservoirs as a battery to store power. On windy days the surplus power could be used to pump 

the water from low to high altitude reservoirs. The water can then be stored and used to generate power when 

demand is high and wind levels low. This process can be repeated over and over again. Since much of the 

renewable power in Europe will come from wind power production this combination is the most likely one. 

Nonetheless other renewable sources can also be used the PSH solution. Norway possesses half of Europe’s 

reservoir capacity and Statkraft (2013) believes that Norway can serve as a battery for Europe’s power 

supply. Of course this can only be achieved by investing in large sea cables for the exchange of power and so 

far there are no concrete plans for this project (Statkraft, 2013).  

 

4.3.4.2. Demand Side Management 
Figure 5.1 illustrates how both the demand and wind power production fluctuates from day-to-day. If a 

country were completely depended on wind power it would be difficult to meet demand or utilise the power 

in an efficient way. Fortunately this is not the case, but as described above some of the power production 

must be curtailed to avoid overcapacity to the grid. Since most renewable sources are affected by 

intermittency one can instead try to control the demand side. This control is referred to as demand side 

management (DSM). DSM is concerned with how one can shift the load from peak to off-peak hours. This 

would reduce the need for generation capacity and increase the utilization of generating plant and hence 
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increase the efficiency of generation investment (Strbac, 2008). I.e. DSM could turn off basic household 

appliances over a short period of time, known as direct-load control. Each household is then paid a fee by 

their supplier to participate in the direct-load control programme. The supplier can for example choose to 

turn of air-conditioning, dishwasher or the water heating. In this way the curtailment of wind power could be 

reduced. This can sound a little extreme, but for many people it could be a good way to save money. This is 

just one out of many examples on how one can use DSM as a counter measure to avoid curtailment.  

 

4.4. Restating The Problem Description 
In the previous chapters the author has explained how the development of renewable energy, and wind 

power in particular, will emerge in Norway. The government believes that through new legislation and 

incentives Norway will increase its share of renewable energy towards 2020. In the following chapters the 

author will evaluate if (1) Norway can increase its renewable energy production from wind power by 2020 

on a competitive basis? The competitiveness will be evaluated through an analysis of two wind farm 

projects: an onshore and an offshore project. The competitiveness is based on the projects ability to generate 

a return for its investors within reasonable time, disregarding the capital structure.  

 

At the same time as more clean power is introduced, (2) the aim is also to reduce the CO2 emissions. A 

reduction in CO2 will in theory be accomplished by substituting fossil power with clean power. The potential 

CO2 reducing projects, together with the EU ETS, have already been elaborated upon. A provisional 

conclusion states that the wanted reduction in CO2 emission of 15 million tonnes will prove difficult to 

achieve, the main reasons being the high abatement cost compared to the emission taxes, and Norway’s 

participation in the EU ETS.  
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5. Financial Theory  
In the previous chapter a LCOE was conducted for both an onshore and offshore project. This chapter will 

outline the additional evaluation criteria behind the financial analysis. The chapter will also state the inputs 

and assumptions for the valuation model.   

The inputs and criteria mentioned is used in a sensitivity analysis for each project, which will be 

explained in more detail. 

 

5.1. Evaluation Criteria for The Valuation 
The author has chosen to focus on criteria that is easy to interpret and intuitive for a power generator or 

investor. The following criteria will be the basis for the conclusion regarding the competiveness for both 

projects. Even though most of the companies involved are entirely or partially owned by the government 

they will be treated as publicly owned company that seeks to maximise shareholders wealth. Regardless of 

the project or technology the competitiveness will be measured through a free cash flow (FCF) analysis, 

indifferent of the capital structure. A sensitivity analysis will also be conducted to analyse the variation of 

the projects internal rate of return (IRR), free cash flow and payback period, given the projected electricity 

spot prices and remuneration from green certificates.  

 
5.1.1. Internal Rate of Return 
The NPV has long been regarded as the main criterion for project appraisal (Pasqual et al., 2013). However 

several other complementary methods are considered to be equally important such as the internal rate of 

return (IRR). The IRR on a project or investment is defined as the rate that makes the NPV equal to zero 

(Brealey et al., 2011). Following this an IRR is the discount rate at which PV of costs is equal to the PV of 

the cash flow from the investment. For a specific project there is normally one IRR, but several IRR’s can 

occur. Academics have argued that because of this behaviour the IRR is inferior to the NPV for project 

appraisal reasons. Despite this the IRR is widely used and Pasqual et al. (2013) find no differences in 

decision making when comparing the IRR to the NPV. Since the IRR can vary from one project to another it 

is important to compare it to the cost of capital or the discount rate. If r* represents the IRR and R represent 

the cost of capital/cost of equity than project P should only be accepted if: 
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Equation'5.1''–'The'internal'rate'of'return 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∗ − !! ≥ 0 
 
Where the IRR, r*, is defined as: 
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C: The period cash flow 
N: Total number of periods 
t: Time 
Source:(Pasqual(et.(al((2013)(
 

The reasoning to use the IRR as a main criterion instead of NPV is due to the problem statement and 

research question of the thesis. The appraisal of the wind farms should be independent of the capital 

structure. Hence it is more interesting to look at the return on the investment rather than the NPV. In the first 

part of the financial evaluation the projects are assumed to be 100% equity financed. Under this assumption 

the value of NPV will not affect the investment decision. The IRR can in this case be seen as a return on 

investment and is sometimes referred to as the project IRR (Brealey et al.,2011). Miller and Modigliani 

(1958) argue in their proposition that in a perfect market without taxes, the value of a company does not 

depend on its capital structure. The valuation of the two wind farms will of course include corporate tax, so 

the proposition cannot be interpreted literally in this case. Nevertheless the proposition serves as a good 

argument for why, in theory, it does not matter if one uses an unlevered finance model or a levered one. The 

equity IRR, which is equal to project IRR with 100% equity, will be compared to an unlevered cost of 

capital (cost of equity) to evaluate the feasibility of the project. 

 

Following the unlevered valuation model, a levered valuation model will be presented. The main purpose of 

the levered model is to illustrate how the change in capital structure could affect the equity IRR. In this case 

it is interesting to also see how this will affect the NPV, even though it is not an appraisal criterion. The 

competiveness of each project should be appraised indifferent of the capital structure assumption and thus 

the IRR is a better measurement. In the levered model the IRR will be compared to a cost of capital 

(WACC). 

 
5.1.2. Payback Period 
The payback period as an appraisal instrument is also widely accepted. Seen in conjunction with other 

measures like the NPV and IRR it gives the investors a clear indication on the return of the investment. As 

the name suggests it is the time it takes to recover the initial investment (Brealey et al., 2011). Since the 

project examples are initially equity financed the investment will be given as a loan from the shareholders, 
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where the loan is paid back undiscounted. The investment rule for payback period states that a project should 

be accepted if its payback period is less than a specified cutoff period. Payback period is often used in long 

term investment where it could take years before a project becomes profitable. Investments in renewable 

energy are particular interesting when looking at the payback period. The shorter the payback period the 

more attractive is the project to an investor. Even though a project will pay back the investment before the 

end of the project lifetime it is not certain that the project will be worth undertaking. Thus an investor cannot 

evaluate a project based solely on the payback period.  

 
5.1.3. LCOE Revisited 

In section 4.1.3 the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) was introduced as an instrument for appraising different 

energy projects. One of characteristics with the LCOE equation is that it uses the net present value of both 

the cost and electricity generation. This makes it easy to compare the LCOE from an onshore wind farm to a 

hydropower project. In that way one can assess which of the projects are more expensive to construct per 

MWh or kWh. What the LCOE does not express is which of the projects that will be the most profitable 

since it does not include the positive cash flows. Remember the equation for the LCOE: 

Equation'4.3'–'Levelised'Cost'of'Energy 
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Since the cash flows from operating activities is not discounted we cannot straight forward compare the spot 

price and the remuneration from the el-certificates to the LCOE. I.e. if the cash flows were discounted at the 

same rate as LCOE, and the spot price plus the remuneration equal 0.50 NOK/kWh, the project would most 

likely break even at a LCOE of 0.50 NOK/kWh. In any case the LCOE serves as good indication when 

dealing with similar projects under the same remuneration scheme. For example when deciding to construct 

a wind farm in Norway, one must consider the electricity spot prices and the price of the el-certificates. 

However the price of electricity will most likely be very similar across the country given Norway’s power 

independency and many local power plants. Thus the LCOE can easily be applied as an appraisal criterion. 

On the other hand, if one compares two similar projects in Denmark and Norway there will be significant 

differences in the price of electricity. Hence an economically feasible project in Denmark may not generate 

enough profit to be realised in Norway. It is also worth comparing the LCOE to other renewable sources 

under the same remuneration scheme, such as hydropower or solar power. This will give an indication of the 

cost differences between the technologies.  
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A LCOE within the lower part of the interval estimated by the DCCE (2012) is considered very positive. For 

an onshore wind farm this was estimated to 0.60-1 NOK/kWh while an offshore wind farm had an average 

LCOE within 0.88 - 1.14 NOK/kWh.  

 

5.2. Standard Valuation Model 
The valuation model used in this thesis is based on a standard discounted cash flow (DCF) model. The model 

is today regarded as the main valuation model. It is regarded as a robust and strong model that is easy to 

interpret and comprehend. Nevertheless Myers (1984) points out that the DCF valuation model must be 

interpreted carefully. Possible mistakes including overestimating the future cash flows, setting a too high 

discount rate or underestimating the risk associated with the investment. 

 

5.2.1. DCF  
The valuation of stocks and bonds is based on the DCF model (Myers, 1984). The investments can be seen 

as mini-firms, all equity financed. If the stock of the mini-firms could be traded in the market, and we know 

its present value, we also know the projects present value. By subtracting the initial investment one gets the 

NPV. The DCF uses intrinsic value (future cash flows) and not the book value. The free cash flows (FCF) 

are then adjusted for time-value-of-money and risk by discounting them. The DCF model is expressed in 

Equation 6.1: 

Equation'5.27'Net'present'value'in'a'DCF'model 

5.2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"# = !! +
!"!!

(1+ !)!
!

!!!
! 

NPV: Net present value 
C0: Initial investment  
FCF: Free cash flows 
r: Discount rate 
t: Time 
Source:(Brealey(et(al.,(2011(
 
Because of the initial capital structure, where debt is ignored, the NPV is not relevant. Hence the appraisal of 

the unlevered valuation model is only concerned with the value of the IRR and payback period. However, in 

the levered valuation model, a different scenario regarding the capital structure will be used to show how the 

DCF model and investment decision can be manipulated based on the levered effect. A weighted average 

cost of capital (WACC) is normally used as the appropriate discount factor and cost of capital in a project 

that is debt-equity financed.  
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5.2.2. Estimating Cost of Equity 

Cost of equity is the time-value-of-money and risk factor when dealing with an all equity financed project. 

The cost of equity or unlevered cost of capital will be compared to the equity IRR in the unlevered model. 

The cost of equity is most commonly estimated using the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The CAPM 

states that the investors require a higher return on the investment because of taking on higher systematic risk. 

As the DCF model, the CAPM, can also be used with other investments than stocks. The CAPM assumes a 

linear relationship between return on the stock and the beta, the market risk premium and the risk-free return 

(Brealey et al., 2011). This relationship is expressed in equation 5.3: 

Equation'5.37'Capital'Asset'Pricing'Model 

!5.3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(!)! = !!! + !!!(!! − !!) 
E(Ri): Cost of equity 

rf: Risk-free rate of return 

β: Beta on asset 

rm-rf: Market risk premium 
Source:(Brealey(et(al.,(2011(

 

The beta measures the sensitivity of a stock returns to fluctuations in the returns on the market portfolio. 

Many investors assume the same beta for the company and for all new projects when estimating the cost of 

equity. This could be misleading. The reason is that the beta is a measure of the additional risk to a portfolio, 

and not an expression for total risk. It does not take unsystematic or company specific risk into account. The 

market risk premium is the difference between the expected return on the market portfolio and the risk-free 

rate of return. The market portfolio consists of all the stocks in a given market and the risk premium should 

reflect an extra return compared to the risk-free rate because of the additional market risk.  

 

5.2.2.1. The Risk-Free Rate of Return 
The risk-free rate of return is the expected return on an asset with no correlation to the market and has a beta 

of zero. State government bonds are often seen as risk-free investments. Given the turbulence created by the 

sovereign debt crisis this is perhaps no longer the general opinion. However, Norway’s financial position is 

quite strong and it is safe to assume that the government issued bonds are risk-free. The risk-free rate will be 

based on 10-year bonds issued by Norges Bank. This bond has an effective interest rate of 2.15% 

(Datastream).12  

 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 Norges Bank 10-year bond interest rate on the 18/5-2013 
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5.2.2.2. The Beta 

As mentioned, the beta in CAPM measures the systematic risk and not the company specific risk. A 

company’s beta explains how sensitive the stock is to movements in the market. A beta of 1 means that the 

company is perfectly correlated to movements in the market while a beta of zero means that the stock is 

perfectly uncorrelated to changes in the market. Since we are dealing with two different companies and 

projects, they would most likely not have the same beta value. For simplicity the betas are assumed to be the 

same in this valuation. Many investors use the stock or company beta as a risk measure for projects. If a 

company’s beta is equal to the beta of its existing business this make sense, but not for those projects that are 

safer or riskier than the average. An example is the offshore wind farm project of Vestavind Offshore. They 

have never executed an offshore project before and thus it could be misleading to use the company beta to 

estimate the cost of equity.  

 

In theory, based on these assumptions, one should use the project beta and not the company beta (Pratt, 

2002). However, this is difficult in practice. Most companies use the company or industry beta when 

estimating cost of equity on a project. Since both of the companies mentioned, SAE Vind and Vestavind 

Offshore, is not publicly listed the beta value could be significantly different from company to company. In 

order to find a fair value for the market sensitivity, an industry peer-to-peer analysis will be conducted. Five 

European utility companies that are publicly listed will be used to find an average beta value. The companies 

used in the peer-to-peer analysis is: Électricité de France S.A, E-On AG, Theolia, Enel SpA and Fortum Oyj. 

These five are some of the largest utility companies in Europe that are listed on stock exchanges. Even 

though some of companies are considerably larger than Statkraft and Vestavind Offshore, they all invest in 

green technologies in Europe.   

Table'5.1'–'Beta'estimates'for'wind'industry'peers 

&& ETOn&& EDF&& Enel& Fortum&& Theolia& Average&

Beta& 1.08& 1.01& 0.91& 0.73& 1.2& 0.99&

D/E& 0.82& 1.95& 1.01& 0.85& 1.6& 1.25&

Unlevered& 0.68& 0.44& 0.56& 0.45& 0.56& 0.54&
(

Source:(Authors(own(calculation(

Table 5.1 shows the levered beta for each company observed over a 3-year period. The D/E is also a three 

year average to correspond with the levered beta. For a project that is financed by 100% equity the levered 

beta is not very useful. Second, the debt-to-equity ratio for the levered valuation might not be the same as in 

the companies above. Hence one must find the unlevered beta. There exist several formulas, but the formula 

of Damodaran (2002) is the most applied when finding the unlevered beta (Fernandez, 2006). An average of 

the unlevered betas is used to compute the cost of capital for the unlevered valuation. The levered betas are 
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almost perfectly correlated to the market, which often is the case for utility companies.  The formula applied 

can be found in Appendix 14.a. 

 

5.2.2.3. The Market Risk Premium 
The market risk premium reflects the additional return an investor can expect by investing in the market 

portfolio compared to investing in only the risk-free asset, i.e. 10-year government bond. PWC (2013) 

estimates the long-term market risk premium to 5% in Norway based on both expert opinions and a business 

survey. 

 

5.2.2.4. The Cost of Equity/Cost of Capital 

Based on the assumptions and values estimated in the previous sections an unlevered cost of equity can now 

be calculated. When a project is 100% equity financed the cost of equity can also be referred to as the cost of 

capital. This also makes sense when comparing it to the cost of capital of a levered project.  

Equation'5.37'Cost'of'capital'unlevered'valuation 

!5.3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! = !!! + !!! !! − !!  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.0485! = 0.0215+ 0.54!(0.05) 
 

Using equitation 5.3 the cost of capital for the unlevered project is estimated to 4.9 %. The cost of capital is 

rather low because of the low beta and market premium. This figure will be compared to the IRR in all 

scenarios.  

 

5.2.3. Estimating FCF  
The FCF is the generated cash flows for the operational period less any reinvestment back into the project 

(Brealey et al., 2011). It represents the cash flows available to all shareholders. FCF must not be confused 

with net income. There are many similarities between the two, but the free FCF are not affected by any 

accounting measures. In order to estimate the FCF one needs to set up a financial statement that resembles 

the profit and loss account. But there are also some additional posts that need to be included. The financial 

statement for the FCF is given in table 5.2. 

 

The following items will be used in the financial analysis section to estimate the IRR, payback period and 

LCOE. The last two items (11.) and (12.) are directly related to the LCOE which was estimated in section 

4.1.5.3 and 4.2.5.3. In the case of the LCOE a present value prefix is added to items to indicate that they are 

discounted. The discount factor used was the same as DECC (2012) used in their study at 10%. With regards 

to the change in working capital it depends on the remuneration agreement in the specified country. In 
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Norway the certificates are issued each month meaning that working capital (8.) will not be generated. 

Further assumptions to the calculation of the FCF and appraisal criteria follow below. 

Table'5.2'–'The'financial'parameters'included'in'the'valuation'model 

Item:& Variables:&

1&.Revenue& a.#Electricity#production#
Production#*#Tariff#=#a#*#(b+c)#
#

b.#Market#spot#price#
c.#El=certificate#price#

2.&Costs&

&&& Maintenance#
&& Insurance#
&& Land#rent#
&& Administration#

3.+Net+Operating+Income/EBITDA+ 1=2#
4.#Asset#Depreciation# Strait#line#
5.+Operating+Income/EBIT+ 3=4#
6.#Corporation#Tax# Norwegian#corporate#tax#28%#
7.+Profit+after+tax+ 5=6#
8.#Investments#in#working#capital# Changes#in#working#capital##
9.#Investment#in#fixed#assets## #Net#change#in#fixed#assets#
10.+FCF+ 4+7=8=9#
(11.)#PV#Cost# PV#2#
(12.)#PV#Electricity#Generation# PV#1#(a)#

 

 
5.2.3.1. Output 
The output or electricity production from the wind farm is estimated using equation 4.2 in chapter 4. It is 

based on the annual operational hours of the wind turbine, number of wind turbines and the capacity per 

turbine. The output is assumed to constant over the period meaning that the hours stated in the text is a 

yearly average. The revenue for a power producer is generated through a tariff per kWh of produced 

electricity. The tariff is based both on the spot market price of electricity and the price of which they can sell 

their el-certificates for in the market. 

 
 
5.2.3.2. Spot price and el-certificate remuneration  
The spot price is the market price in which both professional traders and producers trade. In northern Europe 

NordPool determines this market. The electricity prices will be adjusted to account for inflation. The 

inflation is set a 2%. The green certificates or el-certificates is given from Statnett, the Norwegian authority, 

to the power producers and bears the right to one certificate for each produced MWh. There is no 
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discrimination regarding what type of renewable source that produces the power. In other words if a power 

producer produces one MWh from either hydro or wind you will receive the same number of certificates.  

 

The green certificates can be sold in the market to either traders or power suppliers. The extra revenue can 

either be kept by the producer or reinvested into other projects. The power suppliers are also required by law 

to buy certificates according to specified allowance. See section 3.1 for a more detailed analysis of the green 

certificate scheme.  Each project will receive el-certificates for a total of 15 years from the date they start 

production. In this valuation the remuneration will stop from year 2028 and beyond. Thus after year 2027 the 

power producers revenue will only consist of the spot price on electricity.  

 
5.2.3.3. Costs 
In section 4.1.5 and 4.2.5 both cost estimates for the two cases was presented. The cost is divided between 

Capex and Opex. The Capex is assumed to be invested in year zero, before the production starts. This means 

that no further investment in fixed asset (9.) will be made throughout the lifetime of the project. The Opex 

estimate is divided between maintenance, land lease, insurance and administration cost. The Opex cost will 

increase by 2% per annum following the rate of inflation. This is the same inflation rate used to adjust the 

electricity spot prices.  

 
5.2.3.4. Lifetime 
The total project period is set from 2012-2035 where 2012 is year zero, meaning that the wind farms starts 

their production 1. (Januray) 2013, and will end the production the 31. of December 2034. The reason the 

production and lifetime of the project is set to 22 years and not a more normal lifetime at 20 or 25 years is 

because of the time length for the green certificates. They are given from 2012-2035 (ending 31. of 

December 2034).  Even though the remuneration from the green certificates will end from 2028, it is 

interesting from an investment perspective to see the full benefit of the el-certificates if one starts production 

today. 

 

5.3. Levered Valuation Model 
Up until now, debt has been ignored in the capital structure. This section will elaborate on the consequences 

of having debt in the financing mix. The introduction of debt will be used to illustrate how the NPV and thus 

how the appraisal of a project can change considerably.  
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5.3.1. Estimating the Weighted-Average Cost of Capital 

The cost of capital is defined as; “the minimum acceptable rate of return when the firm expands by investing 

in average-risk projects (Brealey et al., 2011)”. When dealing with an unlevered company or project it is 

referred to as unlevered cost of capital. But when the company takes on debt or changes it capital structure, 

the unlevered cost of capital is no longer adequate. The weighted-average cost of capital (WACC) handles 

these complications. The WACC depends on several factors; cost of debt, cost of equity, capital structure 

and taxes. The following equation (6.3) expresses the relationship: 

Equation'5.4'–'Weighted'average'cost'of'capital 

5.4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"## = !
! ×(1− !!)!! + !

! !!  

D: Debt 

E: Equity 

V: Total value 

Tc: Corporate tax rate 

rd: Cost of debt 

re:  Cost of equity 
Source:(Brealey(et(al.,(2011(

 

The WACC will be the total cost of capital for both projects when discounting the FCF in the levered case. 

Following this, the WACC will be compared to the IRR to assess if the project is profitable. Again, it must 

be stressed that the WACC and changes to the capital structure is an additional calculation and not part of the 

main conclusion on whether or not the two wind farms are competitive. 

 

5.3.1.1. Cost of Debt 
In addition to cost of equity the WACC also includes cost of debt. Cost of debt is defined as the effective rate 

a company pays on its debt. The reason many companies use debt in their capital structure is the possibility 

of tax savings due to the deductibility of interest (Binsbergen et al., 2010). This is referred to as the levered 

effect. Since the development of wind farms is very expensive and the payback time is high, using debt could 

be an attractive way of financing the projects. The cost of debt will be based on a 15-year bond issued by 

Statkraft ASA and listed on the Norwegian stock exchange. The current 15-year bond has a coupon of 5.3% 

(Datastream).   

 

5.3.1.2. Capital Structure 
Miller and Modigliani (1958) proposition argues that a firm’s value in a perfect market without taxes do not 

depend on the capital structure. This can also be applied to a project. However, this relies on the assumption 

that investors can borrow or lend at the same rates as the firm, which is often not the case. This means that 

the value of the project, in this case the NPV, will change based on the capital structure. Thus a mix of debt 
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and equity will be used to illustrate this example. Based on other wind farm projects in Norway and 

Denmark it is not unusual to choose a leverage of 80% (Havgul, 2006). One could argue that since cost of 

debt is based on a Statkraft issued bond it make sense to use their capital structure. However, Vestavind 

Offshore is a far smaller company and they would most likely need considerably more debt to finance the 

offshore wind farm. In addition the chosen capital structure is set to demonstrate an example. Thus it makes 

sense to use a highly levered example. Hence a debt ratio of 80% will be used in the levered valuation. The 

debt will be paid back as an annuity loan over the lifetime of the project. 

 

5.3.1.3. Levered Beta 
In section 5.2.2.2 the unlevered beta was estimated based on a peer comparison. All these companies had 

different debt-to-equity ratio, which means that the average levered beta is not a good estimate for this 

valuation. To lever the beta again based on the new capital structure, one can turn the Damodaran (2002) 

formula around. The new levered beta is estimated to 2.08. From this it is possible to calculate a new cost of 

equity for the levered firm. Using the CAPM equation with the same assumptions as before, but with a new 

beta, the cost of equity is now 12.6%. The full calculation can be found in Appendix 14.b.  

 
 
5.3.1.4. The Weighted-Average Cost of Capital 
With a corporate tax rate of 28% and a capital structure with 20% equity and 80% debt this gives a WACC 

of: 

 
Equation'5.4'–'Cost'of'capital'levered'valuation'(onshore) 

5.4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"## = !
! ×(1− !!)!! + !

! !!  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.0556 = 0.8
1 ×(1− 0.28)0.053 + 0.2

1 ×0.1255  

 

The formula gives a WACC of 5.6%, which is much lower than the new cost of equity at 12.6%. Comparing 

the WACC to the cost of capital of an unlevered company or project, the WACC is actually higher. This is 

possible because the cost of equity in a levered company is influenced by the amount of debt, which is 

reflected in the levered beta (Damodaran, 2002). While in the unlevered company or project, the cost of 

capital is not affected by debt and is calculated by an unlevered beta.  
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5.4. Sensitivity Analysis 
The mentioned criteria will be used in a sensitivity analysis based on different scenarios. All the criteria 

mentioned above will be analysed in the different scenarios to assess the competiveness. The scenarios will 

be divided into three estimates: 

 
 Low case  

 Base case 

 High case 

 

The three different cases will not be weighted in any way to find an average. However, the Base Case is the 

main case and is assumed to be the most likely forecast. The main parameters in the each scenario are the 

electricity spot price and remuneration from the green certificates. In each scenario the initial cost, both 

Capex and Opex, will not be changed. There are of course uncertainties related to the cost of such projects, 

and changes in Capex and Opex could alter the investment decision. Since the thesis main focus is the 

competitiveness based on the total remuneration this will be the main concern.  

 

In addition a WACC will be compared to the IRR to both the onshore and offshore wind farm to show the 

effect of leveraging the projects.  

 

5.4.1. Electricity Spot Price and El-certificate Remuneration 
Table 6.1 outlines the assumptions to each scenario. The main parameters in the different scenarios are the 

future spot price of electricity and the predicted remuneration from the green certificates.  

Table'5.37'Predicted'electricity'and'el7certificate'prices 

Parameter& Low& Base& High&

& NOK/kWh& NOK/kWh& NOK/kWh&

Spot&price:&

2013T2035&

&

0.35&

&

0.40&

&

0.46&

ElTcertificate:&

2013T2027&

&

0.17&

&

0.20&

&

0.23&

 
 

The base case estimate is based on the predictions and calculations outlined in section 3.1.1.1 and Appendix 

4. In Appendix 4 all prices are given per year. In the sensitivity analysis these will be given as average 

figures. The certificate prices are difficult to predict since it is based on supply and demand, but SAE Vind 

(2011) and Svenska Kraftnett have used 0.25 NOK/kWh as the average price for the whole period. The 

authors own prediction is fairly lower at 0.20 NOK/kWh for the base case. One of the reasons is that the 
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power generators must start their production before 2020, which will most likely increase the demand for 

certificates and reduce the price. The author also believes that more projects will be realised in Sweden 

because of lower cost associated with construction and operation. This could reduce the price on the 

certificates. Following this it makes sense to have a more pessimistic view on the el-certificate market.  

 

Econ Poyry (2008), an environmental analysis company, estimates that the power spot price will rise in the 

short run and then fall towards 2020 before it flattens out. The average price for the period 2013-2020 is 

estimated to 0.42 NOK/kWh. For the period 2020-2030 it equals 0.39 NOK/kWh and for the period 2030-

2035 0.38 NOK/kWh. Aune and Rosendahl (2008) also find similar results in their study. It is quite clear that 

these intervals are difficult to predict and that unforeseen events such as intermittency may have a great 

impact on the prices. Thus for the base case an average spot price of 0.40 NOK/kWh will be used for the 

whole period. The Low Case will be based on 15% lower prices than the Base Case, and the High Case 

estimates will be 15% higher than the Base Case. This includes both the electricity spot prices and 

remuneration from green certificates. In addition to the percentage increase between each scenario the prices 

will also be adjusted for inflation at the same level as the cost estimate. This will have a nominal effect on 

the FCF, but no real effect. Appendix 9 illustrates the predicted future electricity prices for Norway. 
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6. Financial Analysis  
In chapter 5 a LCOE was conducted for both an onshore and an offshore project. In this chapter a total 

financial analysis based on a standard valuation model for wind farm projects will be conducted. Based on 

the spot price of electricity and the green certificates, different scenarios will be presented to illustrate the 

competitiveness of the projects mentioned in chapter 5. 

 Based on the financial analysis other alternatives to the current remuneration scheme will be 

elaborated upon. The conclusion will seek to find the most optimal remuneration scheme for Norway. 

 

6.1. Onshore Wind Farm Analysis  
In the previous chapters the production data for Brosviksåta wind farm has been outlined. The cost estimate, 

together with a LCOE for the onshore wind farm, was also presented. The following sections will estimate 

the FCF, project IRR and payback period based on the parameters presented in chapter 5. A sensitivity 

analysis with the same criteria will then be used to see how vulnerable the project is to changes in the total 

remuneration. This will determine if the onshore wind farm can be characterised as competitive.  

 

6.1.1. Estimating FCF  
Using table 5.2 the FCF of the project can now be estimated. The operational lifetime of the project is 22 

years, from 2013 to 2034. The following financial statement, figure 6.1, is an output based on the 

assumptions of the Base Case, while the full calculation can be seen in Appendix 10. 

 

The project will generate a positive cash flow from year 1. The asset depreciation of the wind farm is strait 

line depreciation over 20 years. It is worth mentioning that after year 2027 the project will no longer receive 

any el-certificates and thus will not make abnormal profits. One can clearly see the difference in FCF 

between 2015 and 2032 in the table.  
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Figure'6.1'–'FCF'unlevered'valuation'(Onshore) 

 

 
Source: Authors own calculation 

 

6.1.2. Estimating Appraisal Criteria 
Following the estimation of the FCF above one can now find the IRR and the payback period for the project. 

Remember that the IRR can be seen as a return on investment since it is based on the FCF from the project, 

ignoring the financial structure. Since the project is assumed to be 100% equity financed the project IRR will 

be equal to equity IRR, but in the case of mix between equity and debt these two will defer. The reason is 

that interest paid on loan instalment can be deducted for tax purposed. Therefore the equity IRR will 

increase. In the table below are the project IRR, payback period and LCOE for the base case:  

Table'6.1'–'Financial'summary'(Onshore) 

Base+Case:++
IRR+ 6.73+%+

Payback+Period+ 11+years+

LCOE+ 0.59+NOK/kWh+

Inputs:
Capex 1'280'000'000''
Electricity'price: 0,40'NOK/kWh
El<certificate: 0,20'NOK/kWh
Annual'production: 0,28'TWh
Inflation: 2'%
Tax: 28'%
Depreciation: Strait'line

FCF#from#Operations#(NOK)

Year Primo)2013 2013 2014 2015

Revenue:
Electricity)Sales 178)737)678))))) 181)240)005))))) 183)777)366)))))

Total)Revenue 178)737)678))))) 181)240)005))))) 183)777)366)))))

Costs:
Maintenance 27)216)000)))))))) 27)760)320)))))))) 28)315)526))))))))
Insurance 4)536)000)))))))))) 4)626)720)))))))))) 4)719)254))))))))))
Land)Rent 11)793)600)))))))) 12)029)472)))))))) 12)270)061))))))))
Administration 1)814)400)))))))))) 1)850)688)))))))))) 1)887)702))))))))))
Total)Cost 45)360)000)))))))) 46)267)200)))))))) 47)192)544))))))))

Net#Operating#Income/EBITDA 133)377)678))))) 134)972)805))))) 136)584)822)))))

Asset)Depreciation 64)000)000)))))))) 64)000)000)))))))) 64)000)000))))))))
Operating#Income/EBIT 69)377)678)))))))) 70)972)805)))))))) 72)584)822))))))))

Operating)P&L)Previous)Period L))))))))))))))))))))) 69)377)678)))))))) 140)350)483)))))
Operating)P&L)Carry)Forward 69)377)678)))))))) 70)972)805)))))))) 72)584)822))))))))

Cumulated)Carry)Forward 69)377)678)))))))) 140)350)483))))) 212)935)305)))))

Taxable)income: 69)377)678)))))))) 70)972)805)))))))) 72)584)822))))))))
Corporation)Tax 19)425)750)))))))) 19)872)386)))))))) 20)323)750))))))))

Profit#after#tax: 49)951)928)))))))) 51)100)420)))))))) 52)261)072))))))))

FCF 1)280)000)000L)) 113)951)928))))) 115)100)420))))) 116)261)072)))))

… 2032 2033 2034

… 155)183)663))))) 157)356)234))))) 159)559)221)))))
… 155)183)663))))) 157)356)234))))) 159)559)221)))))

… 39)648)573))))))) 40)441)544))))))) 41)250)375)))))))
… 6)608)095))))))))) 6)740)257))))))))) 6)875)063)))))))))
… 17)181)048))))))) 17)524)669))))))) 17)875)163)))))))
… 2)643)238))))))))) 2)696)103))))))))) 2)750)025)))))))))
… 66)080)955))))))) 67)402)574))))))) 68)750)625)))))))

… 89)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))

… 64)000)000))))))) L)))))))))))))))))))) L))))))))))))))))))))
… 25)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))

… 1)307)994)906) 1)333)097)613) 1)423)051)273)
… 25)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))
… 1)333)097)613) 1)423)051)273) 1)513)859)869)

… 25)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))
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With an IRR of 6.73% compared to a cost of capital of 4.9% the project seems feasible and competitive. The 

payback period is reached in 2023 after 11 years of production, which is half of the total production estimate 

of the project. This must also be considered to be a positive factor when appraising the project. The LCOE is 

unchanged after including the revenue, as the LCOE is only based on the cost of the project. A LCOE of 

0.59 NOK/kWh is just below the interval estimated by DECC (2012). The interval was 0.60-1 NOK/kWh, 

which means that cost of the project must be considered reasonable, compared to similar projects. Thus it 

appears that the remuneration from the green certificates with one certificate for every 1 MWh produced 

could stimulate to the development of onshore wind farms in Norway. This will of course depend on the 

market conditions of both the el-certificates and the electricity spot price. To better evaluate what will 

happen if the prices drops, a sensitivity analysis based on different scenarios could prove how competitive an 

onshore wind farm is under the current remuneration scheme.  

 

6.1.3. Sensitivity Analysis 
The sensitivity analysis will seek to find how vulnerable the FCF is to changes in the price of both the 

electricity spot price and the price of the el-certificates. The Base Case is already outlined above with 

positive results, but since the remuneration are not locked or fixed the project could still become 

unprofitable.  The sensitivity will be measured through the changes in the FCF, the project IRR and the 

payback period. The three scenarios described in section 5.4 will determine the changes. 

 

6.1.3.1. FCF and Payback Period 
The following graph, figure 6.2, shows the FCF for the Low, Base and High Case. The payback period for 

each scenario is also clearly illustrated. 

 

The huge negative spike in the graph is the Capex. The Capex is quite significant compared to the cash flows 

generated from electricity sales. The three columns in the graph show the payback period for each scenario. 

What is positive is that even the Low Case will pay back the initial investment and generate positive cash 

flows thereafter. The Low Case payback period is 13 years. The High Case and Base Case is not far from 

each other in terms of payback period, meaning that changes in remuneration will not affect the investment 

decision radically. The High case has a payback time of 10.5 years and the Base Case will pay back the 

initial investment in 2023, after 11 years of production. The main kink in the graph, after year 2027, is when 

the green certificates will no longer be issued to the producer. Following the analysis of FCF from the 

different scenarios, the onshore wind farm will generate a positive cash flow regardless of the changes in the 

remuneration. 
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Figure'6.2'–'FCF'and'Payback'Period'sensitivity'(Onshore)' 

 
 

6.1.3.2. IRR 
The IRR will be subject to change depending on the level of remuneration. The sensitivity related to changes 

in the electricity spot price and the price of the el-certificates can be seen in the graph below.  

Figure'6.37'IRR'sensitivity'(Onshore) 

 
 
The Base Case IRR is the initial starting point in the graph where the spot price is fixed at 0.40 NOK/kWh 

and the price of an el-certificate is 0.20 NOK/kWh. Total remuneration is based on the scenarios outline in 
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table 5.3. The Spot price and the El-certificate price measures the sensitivity if only one of the parameters 

changes. I.e. what happens if the remuneration follows the Base Case forecast whilst the spot price follows 

the Low Case estimate.   

  
The Low Case shows an IRR of 4.6%. Comparing this to the unlevered cost of capital it is clear that the 

project is not competitive. Given this result based on the Low Case assumptions, it is not very likely that any 

new onshore wind farms will be developed under the green certificate scheme. In contrast the High Case 

shows a relatively positive picture for a producer. The IRR is 8.9% and above the cost of capital at 4.9%. 

Even though the IRR is above the cost of capital in both the Base and High Case it is not considerably 

higher. The graph really illustrates just how small the margins are in Norway for wind power developers. 

Even though the LCOE for the onshore wind farm is below the European average, the total remuneration 

does not create great incentives for the development of new wind farms. A small change in the predicted 

prices could drastically change the competitiveness of the wind farm.  

 

6.1.4. Levered Valuation 
The last parameter, Levered project, explains what will happen to the IRR if debt is introduced to the capital 

structure. In the case of a levered project with 80% debt the project IRR will only change marginally while 

the equity IRR most likely will change drastically. This result is caused by debt servicing where payment of 

interest is tax deductible. The interest tax-shield (ITS) is calculated in Appendix 11. It is based on the Base 

Case FCF. Fernandez (2004) argues that there is a lack of consensus on how the tax-shields should be 

discounted. The academics do not agree on whether the cost of debt or the cost of capital should be used13.  

Fernandez (2004) concludes that the proper way of discounting the cash flow from tax-shields is to threat 

them as a separate cash flow to the FCF.  Thus one should discount the cash flows from tax-shield with the 

cost of debt for the levered firm. Based on this assumption the present value of the ITS is estimated in a 

separate calculation. The FCF will then increase together with the equity IRR. This relationship only holds if 

the cost of debt is substantially less than the project IRR (which is the case). The sensitivity analysis reveals 

that the equity IRR will increase with 1.2% to 7.93% compared to the Base Case estimate. This difference 

would have been greater if the project IRR was proportionally larger than the cost of debt, i.e. a project IRR 

of 20%.  

Table''6.27'Financial'summary'levered'valuation'(Onshore) 

+
Unlevered:+ Levered:+

IRR+

Payback+period+

6.73+%+

11+years+

7.93%+

10+years+

NPV+ 211.5+MNOK+ 253.8+MNOK+

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 In this case the cost of capital is calculated as the WACC 
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Using the unlevered cost of equity of 4.9% to discount the unlevered Base Case FCF, one finds a NPV of 

211.5 million NOK. Introducing a capital mix with 80% debt, the NPV increases to 253.8 million NOK, 

using the WACC to discount the FCF. Even though the WACC is higher than the unlevered cost of equity 

the FCF in the levered model is affected by the leverage effect. Thus the cash flows in the levered model will 

be higher than the unlevered valuation. This could mislead an investor to appraise the investment with debt 

as more lucrative than a 100% equity financed project. The main reason is that the WACC does not reflect 

the possibility of financial distress. Because of the possibility of financial stress, the risk associated with 

taking on debt is considered to be greater than equity. An investor should bear that in mind when analysing 

the two capital structures. Again, this is one of the reasons why the levered case and a NPV are not 

considered as the main criteria in analysing the competitiveness of the projects. 

 

6.1.5. General Conclusion 
The financial analysis of the onshore wind farm illustrates the challenges of developing wind farms in 

Norway. It was mentioned earlier in this thesis (section 4.1.5) that the LCOE for a hydropower project is 

between 0.18- 0.27 NOK per kWh produced. This is under half of the LCOE for the onshore wind project. 

Under the current remuneration scheme it is difficult to argue why the investment in wind power should 

increase towards 2020. With a scarcity of potential large hydropower projects in Norway, the green 

certificates will instead fund many small hydropower projects. This will severely increase the intervention in 

the nature and subsidise cash cows, which is not what the government hope to achieve. The empirical 

evidence shows that 200 hydropower projects are granted el-certificates so far in both 2012 and 2013 (NVE, 

2013a). The average capacity is 3.5 MW. That is almost the same as one onshore wind turbine and below an 

offshore turbine. The number of onshore wind farms granted certificates in the same period was 2. The total 

output for all technologies receiving green certificates is 1 TWh. Comparing this to 2013 required allowance 

by the electricity suppliers, which is 3.65 TWh, it is evident that the renewable energy production in Norway 

is not competitive enough. Fortunately for the electricity suppliers, Sweden has more competitive projects 

and el-certificates for sale.  

 

6.2. Offshore Wind Farm Analysis  
Offshore wind farm projects are currently not being developed in Norway. The introduction of green 

certificates was meant to incentivise the development of more onshore and offshore production. So far 

Havsul I is the only offshore wind farm that has applied for participation in the remuneration scheme. 

Nevertheless, the owners have not found it competitive enough to consider construction. This section seeks 

to analyse just how competitive an offshore wind farm in Norway could become. The same parameters as in 
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the onshore analysis will be estimated. This includes the FCF, the payback period and the IRR. An 

estimation of a levered project will also be included.  

 

6.2.1. Estimating FCF  
The forecasting of the FCF will be done accordingly to the projected electricity spot prices and the 

remuneration from the el-certificates. The Base Case FCF is summarised in figure 6.4. The operational 

lifetime of the project is the same as for the onshore project, 22 years. For the full calculation see Appendix 

12. 

 

What is not clear from the summary above is that the project will actually have some profitable years, though 

not many. In years from 2021 to 2027 will the project have a positive profit after tax. The major reason for 

the low cash flow is the huge initial Capex at 8.3 billion NOK. Even though the onshore wind farm is more 

than twice the size of the onshore, the Capex is proportionally higher.  

Figure'6.4'–'FCF'unlevered'valuation'(Offshore) 

 
Source:'Authors'own'calculation'

'

Inputs:
Capex 8 337 000 000 
Electricity price: 0,40 NOK/kWh
El-certificate: 0,20 NOK/kWh
Annual production: 1,05 TWh
Inflation: 2 %
Tax: 28 %
Depreciation rate: Strait line

FCF from Operations (NOK)

Year Primo 2013 2013 2014 2015

Revenue:
Electricity Sales 663 882 804    673 177 163    682 601 643   

Total Revenue 663 882 804    673 177 163    682 601 643   

Costs:
Maintenance 157 950 000    161 109 000    164 331 180   
Insurance 26 325 000      26 851 500      27 388 530     
Land Rent 68 445 000      69 813 900      71 210 178     
Administration 10 530 000      10 740 600      10 955 412     
Total Cost 263 250 000    268 515 000    273 885 300   

Net Operating Income/EBITDA 400 632 804    404 662 163    408 716 343   

Asset Depreciation 416 850 000    416 850 000    416 850 000   
Operating Income/EBIT 16 217 196-      12 187 837-      8 133 657-       

Operating P&L Previous Period -                 16 217 196-      28 405 033-     
Operating P&L Carry Forward 16 217 196-      12 187 837-      8 133 657-       

Cumulated Carry Forward 16 217 196-      28 405 033-      36 538 690-     

Taxable income: -                 -                -                
Corporation Tax -                 -                -                

Profit after tax: -                 -                -                

FCF 8 337 000 000- 400 632 804    404 662 163    408 716 343   

… 2032 2033 2034

… 576 396 461  584 466 011  592 648 535  
… 576 396 461  584 466 011  592 648 535  

… 230 103 325  234 705 391  239 399 499  
… 38 350 554    39 117 565    39 899 917    
… 99 711 441    101 705 670  103 739 783  
… 15 340 222    15 647 026    15 959 967    
… 383 505 541  391 175 652  398 999 165  

… 192 890 920  193 290 359  193 649 370  

… 416 850 000  -               -               
223 959 080-  193 290 359  193 649 370  

… 709 911 520-  933 870 601-  740 580 242-  
… 223 959 080-  193 290 359  193 649 370  
… 933 870 601-  740 580 242-  546 930 871-  

… -               -               -               
… -               -               -               

… -               -               -               

… 192 890 920  193 290 359  193 649 370  
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6.2.2. Estimating Appraisal Criteria 

Based on the FCF and data provided in table 4.4 one can estimate the project IRR and the payback period. 

LCOE is the same as before. The offshore wind farm is also assumed to be 100% equity financed, meaning 

that the capital structure will have no effect on the FCF. A levered valuation will follow later. The appraisal 

criteria for the Base Case can be seen in table 6.3: 

Table'6.3'–'Financial'summary'(Offshore) 

Base+Case:+   
IRR+ G0.73+%+

Payback+Period+ Not+reached+

LCOE+ 1.01+NOK/kWh+

 

The IRR gives a negative return on the investment. With a negative IRR it is not necessary to compare it to a 

cost of capital. It is clear that the project is unprofitable. Looking at the payback period one can see that it is 

not reached. Meaning that the initial investment or Capex will not be paid back to the investors over the 

lifetime of the project. One could argue that the project could become profitable if the scope of the project is 

extended because of the high EBITDA, but this is so far into the future that one cannot tell for certain. The 

LCOE is of course the same as before and indicates that the offshore wind farm is substantially more 

expensive than the onshore. Based on the Base Case estimate, development of offshore wind power is not 

competitive in Norway. 

 

6.2.3. Sensitivity Analysis 
The sensitivity analysis for the offshore wind farm will be similar to the onshore analysis. It will test the 

effect on IRR and payback period based on changes in the electricity spot price and the remuneration from 

green certificates. A Low Case and High Case will be compared to the Base Case. Table 5.3 shows the 

projected prices for each case. 

 

6.2.3.1. FCF and Payback Period 
Based on the previous information a FCF for all three scenarios can now be estimated. The following graph 

shows the FCF for the Low, Base and High Case. The payback period for each scenario is also clearly 

illustrated: 
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Figure'6.57'FCF'and'Payback'Period'sensitivity'(Offshore) 

 
 

The graph shows that only one of the three scenarios actually pays back the initial investment, namely the 

High Case. The payback period is in year 2030, 18 years after production starts. The two others, the Low and 

Base Case, will not reach the payback period within the lifetime of the project. This is an indication of the 

high total remuneration needed to make this case a competitive one. In contrast the onshore wind farm 

produced a payback for all the cases. Based on the FCF and the payback period the offshore case is not very 

attractive from an investment perspective.  

 

6.2.3.2. IRR 
Since there is no difference in the certificates given to the producers of offshore wind power compared to the 

onshore producers the total remuneration will be the same. As is evident in the output above, this is not 

sufficient to encourage the development of offshore wind power in Norway. Since only one of the three 

scenarios above provided a payback period the IRR would most likely not change the investment appraisal. 

Even though the High Case would pay back the initial investment, the IRR is far below the cost of capital. 

The sensitivity of the IRR is illustrated below and shows the effect if the total remuneration changes.  

 

What is interesting in this analysis is that the remuneration from the el-certificates has little or no effect at all 

on the IRR because of the high cost associated with the project. The electricity spot price is the main driver 

of the IRR. Thus at the current stage a power producer is more concerned about the future development of 

the spot prices than the remuneration. The remuneration from the green certificates is just a bonus and not a 

factor that could swing the project one way or the other.  
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Figure'6.6'–'IRR'sensitivity'(Offshore) 

 
 

 

6.2.4. Levered Valuation 
In section 6.1.4 the introduction of debt in the capital structure changed the IRR with 0.8%. The reason was 

the tax-shields created from interest payment.  In the offshore example the situation is a little more 

complicated. The possible cash flows from the ITS can only be deducted if there is an operating profit. And 

since the Base Case is used to estimate the levered case, there are few years where a profit is made. 

Therefore the ITS are cumulated or saved until a tax payment is made. The cash flows from ITS are then 

deducted from the tax payment. The total effect can in any case not surpass the tax payment. Following this 

the levered case with 80% debt reveals that the IRR increases with a mere 0.06% compared to the Base Case. 

Thus levering the offshore project has little overall on the IRR. What is maybe more interesting is to see how 

the NPV of the project changes when debt is introduced. Table 6.4 depicts the IRR and NPV for the two 

cases: 

Table'6.4'–'Financial'summary'levered'(Offshore) 

+
Unlevered:+ Levered:+

IRR+

Payback+period+

G+0.73+%+

Not+reached+

G+0.67%+

Not+reached+

NPV+ G+3.35+BNOK+ G+3.60+BNOK+

 

 

The IRR improves somewhat, but the NPV actually decreases. The figures are a little bit deceiving. This 

difference in NPV is mainly caused by the Capex assumption in section 5.2.3.3, where the assumption was 

that all the Capex was spent primo 2013. This means that the Capex is unaffected by the discount factor in 
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contrast to the following FCF. The reason why the NPV becomes even more negative when adding debt is 

due to the discount factor. In the unlevered valuation the cost of capital is equal to the cost of equity. In the 

case of the levered example, the cost of capital is the WACC calculated in section 5.3.1.4. Since the FCF 

from the offshore project is not positive, the ITS has little effect. See Appendix 13 for the calculation of the 

ITS. Given that both of these NPV’s are highly negative an investor would not considered investing in them 

depending on the NPV. But if the total remuneration was higher the NPV could have a misleading effect on 

the investment decision. Thus, again, the IRR and payback period serve as superior appraisal indicators when 

capital structure is irrelevant. 

 

6.2.5. General Conclusion 
Based on both the unlevered and the levered valuation of the offshore wind farm it is evident that the 

development of offshore wind power is not competitive. The total remuneration, and especially the 

compensation from the green certificates, is not close to incentivise offshore production. This conclusion is 

also supported by the fact that no offshore wind farm has been built in Norway before or after the 

introduction of green certificates (NVE, 2013b).  

 

6.3. Alternative Remuneration Schemes 
After performing a financial analysis for both the onshore and the offshore wind farm it seems obvious that 

the remuneration scheme from green certificates is not as effective as perceived by the government. The 

onshore case reveals that all cases gives a positive IRR, but only the Base and High Case would be an 

attractive investment. Meaning that an investor or developer is highly sensitive to changes in both the 

electricity spot price and the changes in the el-certificate prices. In the offshore case the lack of profitability 

is even more evident. Only the High Case provides a positive return on investment, but well below the cost 

of capital. Under the current scheme the author see no probability for a producer to develop wind power 

offshore in Norway.  

 

Since this thesis has focused solely on wind power, it is not certain that the remuneration scheme will have 

the same effect on other renewable sources. But given that wind power is the main targeted energy source the 

scheme would most likely not fulfil its mission, namely increasing Norway’s renewable power with 13.2 

TWh within 2020. With that being said, the green certificates could provide a total increase of 26.4 TWh 

with Sweden as the main developer. In any case Norway would be credited with an increase of 13.2 TWh. 

However, with an increase in tax-revenue from households of 51.5 billion to fund the certificates it would be 

seen as a political failure if all the new energy were produced in Sweden. 
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Since the introduction of green certificates has not made wind power production more competitive, this 

section will look further into other alternatives of remuneration.  

 
6.3.1. Discriminatory Remuneration Scheme 
The current remuneration scheme called green certificates does not discriminate between the different 

sources of energy. If a company produces 1 MWh from hydropower the company receives one certificate. 

And the same principle applies if a producer generates power from wind farms. As illustrated in the financial 

analysis, the offshore wind farm is far more expensive than an onshore one. Because of the higher demand 

for capital the offshore farm is dependent on substantially higher remuneration, both from electricity sales 

and el-certificates, to become profitable and competitive. Under the current scheme this appears unlikely. 

The author suggests looking to the renewable scheme in the United Kingdom for other alternatives of 

compensation.   

 

In 2002 the UK introduced the Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROC), which is very similar to the green 

certificates in Norway and Sweden (DECC, 2013). In the same way as with the green certificates, British 

producers receive ROC from the government that can be sold to suppliers or traders for a premium. The 

suppliers are also required by law to hold a certain amount of ROC by the end of the year. However, there 

are two major differences between the remuneration scheme in Norway and the one in UK. First of all, the 

certificates are provided for a full 20 years and not just 15 years. Another factor, and even more important, 

the ROC scheme discriminates between the different types of renewable technologies. This means that a 

hydropower producer, a technology with both small Capex and Opex, will receive less remuneration than an 

onshore wind power producer. Today a hydropower producer receives 0.7 certificates for every 1 MWh 

produced whilst an onshore wind power producers receives 0.9 certificates for the same amount produced 

(DECC, 2013). The discrimination is even greater between onshore and offshore wind power recognising the 

higher costs associated with offshore wind power production. An offshore producer receives 2 certificates 

for every 1 MWh produced. This will continue until 2017 when the scheme will be reviewed. After this the 

scheme is reviewed every fourth year, but it seems very plausible that the remuneration will remain between 

1-2 certificates for the next 20 years. With prices of 0.40 NOK/kWh per certificate this means that the 

offshore wind farm could receive 0.80 NOK/kWh in premium from the certificates alone (Haugan, 2012). 

Combine this with a current electricity spot of 0.40 NOK/kWh in the UK an offshore wind farm receives 

1.20 NOK/kWh in total remuneration (DECC, 2013). That is almost twice the amount from the High Case 

scenario.  

 

One cannot change the el-certificate prices as the market determines this, but it would be interesting to see 

the effect of increasing the number of certificates for both the onshore and the offshore wind farm projects. 
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Since the current remuneration based on the Base Case makes the onshore project profitable this will only 

receive 1 certificate for every 1 MWh produces. The offshore project will receive 2 certificates for every 1 

MWh produced. The remuneration is assumed to last for 15 years. Table 6.5 summarises the outcome for the 

Base Case from a discriminatory remuneration scheme: 

 

Table''6.57'Current'remuneration'scheme'with'discrimination 

  Current remuneration With discrimination 
Offshore: 

  IRR -0.73 % 2.31 % 
Payback Period Not reached 15 years 

  
  Onshore: 
  IRR 6.73 % Unchanged 

Payback Period 12 Unchanged 
 

 

Under the discrimination policy the offshore project improves somewhat, but is still not seen as competitive 

compared to the cost of capital. The total remuneration is still not enough to attract investors. Even though it 

is not completely comparable because of the differences in discount factors, a LCOE of 1.01 kWh on the 

offshore wind farm will require remuneration close to the LCOE to be considered a reasonable investment. 

One could argue that a solution is to triple the current certificates on offshore wind power, but this would 

also imply a substantial increase in the amount paid by the electricity consumers. This is not a sustainable 

solution in the long run.  

 
6.3.2. Dutch Auction/Reverse Auction 

Both the current remuneration scheme and the proposed discriminatory scheme are not entirely driven by 

market forces. The demand side have a fixed floor where the suppliers are obligated to buy a certain amount 

of certificates. See section 3.1.1. In order to ensure a more market driven policy a second option to the green 

certificates could be a Dutch auction or reverse auction.  

 

The Dutch auction is often refereed to as a reverse auction because of its construction. The auctioneer starts 

at a high asking price and decreases the price or offering through several stages (Barusso and Maurer, 2011). 

This sort of auction is often used in renewable energy policy. Instead of the government setting a fixed tariff 

or issuing certificates to the development of renewable energy, the auction will dictate the amount. I.e. the 

government starts the auction at an initial high tariff, which is lowered until the desired amount of investors 

is reached. Lets assume that the government want to increase the renewable energy capacity with 500 MW. 

In the first round the initial tariff is high and 10 bidders are interested. Their total capacity is 1 GW, twice the 

desired amount. Through several new round some of the bidders may withdraw their offers as the tariff is 
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lowered. When the desired capacity is met the auction is finished. This ensures that the lowest possible tariff 

is awarded to the project or technology.  

 

There are two different reverse Dutch auctions that can be held. The first is an all renewable auction where 

the government sets the level of capacity and bidders regardless of technology can participate. The other 

strategy is to hold a technology-specific auction. In this process there are separate auctions for each 

technology. This ensures equal competition between the bidders. Technology-specific auctions have been 

implemented in many Latin American countries together with China. The policy has had great success and 

one of the main advantages is that it allows for a comparison on an “apple-to-apple” basis (Barusso and 

Maurer, 2011). If this auction was introduced in Norway the Norwegian government could reserve the 

bidding exclusively for offshore wind power with a required total capacity of for example 1 GW. That is 

equal to the capacity of three Havsul wind farms. If Vestavind Offshore, the owner of Havsul, were to 

initiate bidding they would require at least a remuneration that gave a return greater than 4.9% (CoC). Given 

that Havsul is the only offshore wind farm that has applied for certificates it is fair to assume that they have 

one of the lowest cost estimates on Norwegian soil. Hence they would most likely be one of the winners if an 

auction were held. The table 6.6 below shows at what level the wind farm becomes competitive: 

 

Table'6.67'Dutch'auction'remuneration'scheme 

  Current remuneration Dutch auction 
Offshore: 

  LCOE 

Spot-price 

Tariff 

 

1.01 / kWh 

0.40 / kWh 

0.20 / kWh 

 

1.01 / kWh 

0.40 / kWh 

0.60 / kWh 

 

IRR - 0.73 % 5.1 % 
 

 

The outcome of the auction would have been a tariff above 0.60 NOK/kWh. The tariff is assumed to be 

given over the same period as the Base Case; 15 years. This is of course a high tariff compared to projected 

price for the el-certificates. And since the bill is passed over to the consumers they are the one paying for the 

development. However, with the auction there is not a need for an artificial demand floor. Thus the revenue 

from consumers would go strait to the development of the renewable energy. Another positive factor is that a 

Dutch auction would ensure that the cheapest possible project within each technology is developed. 
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6.4. Conclusive Remarks 
With the current remuneration scheme, cheap hydropower projects compete at the same level as expensive 

wind power projects. This would in the end, favour the construction of more hydropower. As many of the 

large waterfalls in Norway is already developed this would encourage local landowners with limited 

knowledge of energy production to apply for certificates. Instead of the consumers funding long-term 

development in large-scale renewable power, they would be subsidising small hydropower projects with 

limited capacity (Haugestad, 2012). Many small hydropower projects would also mean a greater intervention 

in the nature in contrast to developing more wind power. Because of the success of both the ROC scheme in 

the UK and the reversed auctions in Latin America, the author believes that the alternatives represent a better 

subsidising policy than the green certificates. Since a Dutch auction is completely driven by market forces, 

this thesis recommends it as the preferred remuneration policy.   
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7. Conclusion  
This thesis has used a standard FCF-model to determine the competiveness of an onshore and an offshore 

wind farm under the green certificate scheme in order to achieve the first objective of thesis. The second 

objective was answered through the analysis of three different measures. An abatement cost was estimated 

for two of the measures together with a cost estimate for the last measure. The main findings in this thesis 

will be discussed below together with suggestions for further research.   

 

7.1.  Wind Farm Competitiveness under the Green Certificate Scheme 
In 2020, Norway aims to achieve a renewable energy share of 67.5%, increase the production of renewable 

energy with 13.2 TWh and reduce CO2 emission with 15 million tonnes. To increase the production of more 

clean energy, Norway entered into a joint el-certificate market with Sweden in 2012. The green certificates 

main purpose is to serve as remuneration for the power producers in addition to electricity spot price. Even 

though the certificates are technology neutral the ambition of the government is that a large portion of the 

13.2 TWh will be generated from wind power. This thesis argues against the latter. An in-depth financial 

analysis reveals that wind power production in Norway under the current remuneration scheme is barely 

competitive for an onshore wind producer and not competitive at all for an offshore producer:  

Table'7.1'–'Conclusive'financial'summary'

 Parameter Onshore Offshore 
Unlevered: 

  IRR 

Payback period 

LCOE 

 

Levered: 

IRR 

Payback period 

6.73% 

11 

0.59 NOK/kWh 

 

 

7.93% 

10 

- 0.73% 

Not reached 

1.01 NOK/kWh 

 

 

- 0.67% 

Not reached 

   
 

The LCOE for the onshore project was estimated to 0.59 NOK/kWh, actually below the DECC average. 

Despite this the sensitivity analysis reveals that the remuneration from the green certificates only gives a 

competitive case for the Base and High Case. The Low Case is considered uncompetitive. Thus one can 

assume that onshore wind power will be developed with the current el-certificate and electricity spot prices. 

This is also supported by empirical evidence based on projects already receiving certificates.  

 

In contrast to the onshore wind farm an offshore wind farm is considered to be considerably more expensive 

to develop. The LCOE is estimated to 1.01 NOK/kWh, 0.42 NOK more than the onshore project. With a 
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technology neutral remuneration scheme it is evident that an offshore wind farm will not become 

competitive. The sensitivity analysis confirms that all cases are uncompetitive. The levered valuation leads to 

the same conclusion. Again, the empirical evidence reveals that no offshore project have been realised in 

Norway, and to date, Havsul I is the only project with a granted construction license by the NVE. Based on 

the financial evidence the author does not believe that a major share of the proposed 13.2 TWh increase in 

renewable energy will be generated from wind power. Because of the low cost and high profitability, the 

major share will definitely come from hydropower. Given that these new hydropower projects are small in 

scale compared to the wind power projects it is not very likely that Norway will reach the additional 13.2 

TWh by 2020. Even if Sweden will exceed its aim of 13.2 TWh, and combined with Norways production, 

makes the total to 26.4 TWh, the project will not be seen as a great success in Norway. This implies that 

Norwegian taxpayers will fund the development of electricity in Sweden and the Norwegian government and 

municipalities, the largest owners of Norwegian producers, will loose possible revenues.  

 

7.2.  CO2 Emission Reduction 
To reach the target of a reduction in GHG emission equal to 15 million tonnes CO2-equivalents, the 

government’s main initiative is to substitute fossil energy with the new renewable energy. One of the 

mentioned solutions is to substitute the gas powered offshore platforms, both new and old, with electricity 

from land. The abatement cost estimate shows that this is not likely. The abatement cost for the example 

project was 1416 NOK/million ton CO2 compared to the emission allowance cost of 502 NOK. Because of 

the low allowance cost, this will not become an alternative before the government increases taxes or the EU 

reduces their allowance cap substantially. However, should the oil companies decide to invest in new 

technology it is not likely that it will lead to a reduction in CO2 emission. It will have an effect in Norway, 

but because Norway participates in the EU ETS the reduction will most likely be zero overall. Similar results 

were also found for the other alternative involving a substitution of gas power turbine with electricity from 

the grid. This was a land based gas production facility. The abatement cost for this project was even higher 

than the offshore case. The abatement cost for the cheapest alternative was estimated to 1478 NOK/million 

ton CO2. Hence it is not likely that the land based high power industry that is not already supplied by 

electricity from the grid will change its current power supply.  

 

The last solution is to use the new renewable energy in electric cars. This is perhaps the most viable solution 

as it comes at a very low cost. People need to change cars, which is much cheaper than regular petrol cars 

since they are exempted from taxes. But this will not happen overnight and experts argue that it will not lead 

to a substantial decrease in CO2 emission. If 10% of the Norwegian population drives an electric car in 2020 

this will lead to an approximate reduction of 1 million ton CO2, far from the total target of 15 million.  

'
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This thesis concludes that the wind power development in Norway under the current remuneration scheme 

makes onshore wind farms competitive, but only marginally. Offshore wind production is seen as 

uncompetitive and will most likely remain so until the green certificate scheme expires.  The author 

recommends reverse auctions as a better alternative to the green certificates. The wanted reduction in CO2 

emission will most likely not happen. There could be a small reduction in the emission, but far from the 

government target.  

'
7.3.  Further Research 
The new climate policy on climate efforts has been greatly debated by experts and academcis, but few in-

depth studies have been presented. In light of this the author recognises that there could be other areas of the 

thesis that could be investigated in more depth.  

 

This thesis has argued against the design of the current remuneration scheme known as green certificates. 

One of the conclusions was that the remuneration scheme would favour the development of more 

hydropower at the expense of wind power. Even though experts and empirical evidence back this conclusion, 

this thesis has not done an objective evaluation of a hydropower project. Thus the next step would be to 

perform a valuation of a hydropower project to show how the remuneration is most likely unnecessary when 

developing hydropower in Norway.  

 

With regards to the sensitivity analysis the author chose to focus on the total remuneration based on the 

electricity spot price and the el-certificate price. These parameters are only a small fraction of the possible 

factors that could influence the investment decision. Further research would have been to play around with 

more parameters such as cost, both Capex and Opex, lifetime of the project, cost of capital etc. Despite this, 

the author believes that this would not have changed the main conclusion of the thesis.  

 

 
 
 

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
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Appendix 2: 
 
Nomenclature: 
'

Capex Capital expenditures 
CAPM Capital asset pricing model 
CCS Carbon capture and storage 
CO2 Carbon dioxide 
CDE Carbon dioxide equivalent 
CoC Cost of capital 
CoD Cost of debt 
CoE Cost of equity 
DCF Discounted cash flow 
DSM Demand side managament 
EEA European Energy Agency 
EU ETS European Emission Trading System 
FCF Free cash flow 
GHG Greenhouse gases 
GWh Gigawatt hour 
HAWT Horizontal-axis wind turbine 
IRR Internal rate of return 
ITS Interest tax shield 
kWh Kilowatt hour 
LCOE Levelised cost of energy 
LNG Liquefied natural gas 
MAC Marginal abatement cost 
Mton Million ton 
MW Megawatt 
MWh Megawatt hour 
NCS Norwegian continental shelf 
NOK Norwegian kroner 
NOx Nitrogen oxide 
NPV Net present value 
Opex Operational expenditures 
PSH Pumped-storage hydropower 
PV Present value 
ROC Renewable obligation certificate 
ROI Return on investment 
RPM Rounds per minute 
SOx Sulfur oxide 
TWh Terrawatt hours 
VAWT Vertical-axis wind turbine 
WACC Weighted average cost of capital 
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Appendix 3: 
 
 
Table'A.17'Calculating'Norway’s'renewable'energy'share'

Parameters:& GWh&

1.&Total&energy&consumption& &215&717&&

2.&Energy&consumption&from&the&power&producing&industry& &10&904&&

3.&Transmission&loss&of&electricity& &1&453&&

4.&Energy&production&from&heat&pumps& &8&081&&

5.&Energy&consumption&for&heat&pump&power&production& &2&969&&

& &Total&energy&consumption,&adjusted&(1+2+3+4T5)& 233&186&&&

& &6.&Net&energy&from&heat&pumps&(4T5)& &5&048&&

7.&Energy&for&heating&and&cooling& &20&450&

8.&Electricity&production&from&renewable&sources& &125&070&&

& &Total&electricity&production,&adjusted&(6+7+8)& &150&568&&

& &Renewable&energy&share& 65&%&
 
Source: Statistics Norway, 2013 
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Appendix 4: 
 
Table'A.2'–'Green'certificates'allowances'and'total'cost'estimate'

+ & & & &

Year+

Total+
consumption+
of+electricity+
(TWh)+

Allowance+
relevant+
electricity+
(TWh)+

ElG
certificate+
allowance+

Total+
renewable+
production+
(TWh)+

New+
renewable+
production+
(TWh)+

Production+
to+be+
faced+out+
(TWh)+

Price+of+the+
elG
certificates+
NOK/kWh+

Total+cost+
(Billion+
NOK)+

2012& 118& 74,3& 3,0&%& 2,23& 1,47& && 0,15& &0,33&&

2013& 118,4& 74,5& 4,9&%& 3,65& 2,93& && 0,17& &0,63&&

2014& 118,7& 74,7& 6,9&%& 5,16& 4,4& && 0,20& &1,02&&

2015& 119,1& 75,0& 8,8&%& 6,60& 5,87& && 0,23& &1,51&&

2016& 119,4& 75,2& 10,8&%& 8,12& 7,33& && 0,26& &2,13&&

2017& 119,8& 75,4& 12,7&%& 9,58& 8,8& && 0,30& &2,89&&

2018& 120,1& 75,6& 14,6&%& 11,04& 10,27& && 0,35& &3,83&&

2019& 120,5& 75,9& 16,5&%& 12,52& 11,73& 0,03& 0,40& &5,00&&

2020& 120,9& 76,1& 18,4&%& 14,00& 13,2& 0,03& 0,46& &6,06&&

2021& 121,2& 76,3& 18,3&%& 13,97& 13,2& 0,03& 0,39& &5,15&&

2022& 121,6& 76,6& 18,2&%& 13,93& 13,2& 0,04& 0,33& &4,38&&

2023& 122,0& 76,8& 18,0&%& 13,82& 13,2& 0,05& 0,28& &3,72&&

2024& 122,3& 77,0& 17,9&%& 13,79& 13,2& 0,15& 0,24& &3,16&&

2025& 122,7& 77,3& 17,6&%& 13,60& 13,2& 0,21& 0,20& &2,69&&

2026& 123,1& 77,5& 17,3&%& 13,40& 13,2& 0,21& 0,17& &2,28&&

2027& 123,4& 77,7& 17,0&%& 13,21& 13,2& 1,47& 0,15& &1,94&&

2028& 123,8& 77,9& 15,1&%& 11,77& 11,77& 1,47& 0,13& &1,47&&

2029& 124,2& 78,2& 13,1&%& 10,24& 10,24& 1,47& 0,11& &1,09&&

2030& 124,5& 78,4& 11,2&%& 8,78& 8,78& 1,47& 0,09& &0,79&&

2031& 124,9& 78,7& 9,3&%& 7,31& 7,31& 1,47& 0,08& &0,56&&

2032& 125,3& 78,9& 7,4&%& 5,84& 5,84& 1,47& 0,07& &0,38&&

2033& 125,7& 79,1& 5,6&%& 4,43& 4,43& 1,47& 0,06& &0,25&&

2034& 126,0& 79,4& 3,7&%& 2,94& 2,94& 1,47& 0,05& &0,14&&

2035& 126,4& 79,6& 1,8&%& 1,43& 1,43& 1,47& 0,04& &0,06&&

& & & & & & & & &

& & & & & & &

Total+ +51.45+
Source: Authors own calculation based on allowances set by NVE 
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Appendix 5: 

Table'A.37'An'illustration'of'power'from'land'to'the'NCS'

!
Source:(Statoil(2012(
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Appendix 6.a: 
 
Table'A.6.a7'Abatement'cost'assumptions'Utsira'project'

Parameter& Value& Comment&

Period&of&analysis& 2017T2040& &

Planned&operation&

&

5000&h/annual&

&

Operational&95%&with&planned&

revision&every&third&year&

Renewable&power& 100%& Renewable&power&from&grid&

Loss&from&transport& 0& No&loss&in&grid&&

Power&demand& 300&MW& =&1.5&TWh&

1&Sm3& 9.87&kWh& +
Gas&netback&price& 1.77&NOK/Sm3& Throughout&the&whole&period&

&CO2/NOx&tax& &50&NOK/t& Throughout&the&whole&period&

Reduction&in&CO2&emission& 1.5&million&tonnes& Annually&

Electricity&price&

&

&

0.45&NOK/kWh&

0.65&NOK/kWh&

0.79&NOK/kWh&

2017T2022&

2023T2028&

2029T2040&

Discount&rate&

&

5%&

&

The+costs+and+cash+flows+are+
discounted+at+a+nominal+rate+

Inflation& 2%& &

 
Source: Authors own  
 
 
Appendix 6.b: 
 
Table'A.6.b7'Abatement'cost'assumptions'Hammerfest'LNG'

Parameter& Value& Comment&

Period&of&analysis& 2017T2040& &

Planned&operation&

&

5000&h/annual&

&

Operational&95%&with&planned&

revision&every&third&year&

Renewable&power& 100%& Renewable&power&from&grid&

Loss&from&transport& 0& No&loss&in&grid&

Power&demand& 20.3&MSm3/day& &

1&Sm3& 9.87&kWh& +
Gas&netback&price& 1.77&NOK/Sm3& Throughout&the&whole&period&

&CO2/NOx&tax& &50&NOK/t& Throughout&the&whole&period&

Reduction&in&CO2&emission& 0.6T0.85&mt& Depends&on&the&two&alternatives&

Electricity&price&

&

&

0.45&NOK/kWh&

0.65&NOK/kWh&

0.79&NOK/kWh&

2017T2022&

2023T2028&

2029T2040&

Discount&rate&

&

5%&

&

The+costs+and+cash+flows+are+
discounted+at+a+nominal+rate+

Inflation& 2%& &

 
Source: Authors own based on Statoil (2011) 
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Appendix 7: 
 
Figure'A.57'A'Hywind'wind'turbine'

 
 
Source: Scira Offshore Energy (2013) 
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Appendix 8: 
 
Figure'A.6'–'Wind'curtailment'

 

Source: Gardner and Papadopoulos (2012) 
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Appendix 9: 
 
 
Graph'A.77'Electricity'spot'price'forecast'

 
 
Source: Econ Poyry (2008) 
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Appendix 10:
FCF Base Case (Onshore)
Inputs:
Capex 1 280 000 000     
Electricity price: 0,40 NOK/kWh
El-certificate: 0,20 NOK/kWh
Annual production: 0,28 TWh
Inflation: 2 %
Tax: 28 %
Depreciation: Strait line
Cost of Capital: 4,85 %

FCF#from#Operations#(NOK)

Year Primo)2013 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

Revenue:
Electricity)Sales 178)737)678)))) 181)240)005)))) 183)777)366)))) 186)350)249))))) 188)959)152)))) 191)604)580))))) 194)287)044))) 197)007)063)))))) 199)765)162))))) 202)561)874))))) 205)397)740)))) 208)273)309)))) 211)189)135))))) 214)145)783)))))) 217)143)824))))) 146)789)225))))) 148)844)274))))) 150)928)094))))) 153)041)087))))) 155)183)663))))) 157)356)234))))) 159)559)221)))))

Total)Revenue 178)737)678)))) 181)240)005)))) 183)777)366)))) 186)350)249))))) 188)959)152)))) 191)604)580))))) 194)287)044))) 197)007)063)))))) 199)765)162))))) 202)561)874))))) 205)397)740)))) 208)273)309)))) 211)189)135))))) 214)145)783)))))) 217)143)824))))) 146)789)225))))) 148)844)274))))) 150)928)094))))) 153)041)087))))) 155)183)663))))) 157)356)234))))) 159)559)221)))))

Costs:
Maintenance 27)216)000)))))) 27)760)320)))))) 28)315)526)))))) 28)881)837)))))))) 29)459)474)))))) 30)048)663))))))) 30)649)636))))) 31)262)629)))))))) 31)887)882)))))))) 32)525)639))))))) 33)176)152)))))) 33)839)675)))))) 34)516)469))))))) 35)206)798)))))))) 35)910)934))))))) 36)629)153))))))) 37)361)736))))))) 38)108)970))))))) 38)871)150))))))) 39)648)573))))))) 40)441)544))))))) 41)250)375)))))))
Insurance 4)536)000))))))))) 4)626)720))))))))) 4)719)254)))))))) 4)813)639)))))))))) 4)909)912))))))))) 5)008)111))))))))) 5)108)273)))))))) 5)210)438))))))))))) 5)314)647)))))))))) 5)420)940))))))))) 5)529)359)))))))) 5)639)946)))))))) 5)752)745))))))))) 5)867)800)))))))))) 5)985)156))))))))) 6)104)859)))))))))) 6)226)956))))))))) 6)351)495)))))))))) 6)478)525))))))))) 6)608)095))))))))) 6)740)257))))))))) 6)875)063)))))))))
Land)Rent 11)793)600)))))) 12)029)472)))))) 12)270)061)))))) 12)515)463)))))))) 12)765)772)))))) 13)021)087))))))) 13)281)509))))) 13)547)139)))))))) 13)818)082)))))))) 14)094)444))))))) 14)376)333)))))) 14)663)859)))))) 14)957)136))))))) 15)256)279)))))))) 15)561)405))))))) 15)872)633))))))) 16)190)085))))))) 16)513)887))))))) 16)844)165))))))) 17)181)048))))))) 17)524)669))))))) 17)875)163)))))))
Administration 1)814)400))))))))) 1)850)688))))))))) 1)887)702)))))))) 1)925)456)))))))))) 1)963)965))))))))) 2)003)244))))))))) 2)043)309)))))))) 2)084)175))))))))))) 2)125)859)))))))))) 2)168)376))))))))) 2)211)743)))))))) 2)255)978)))))))) 2)301)098))))))))) 2)347)120)))))))))) 2)394)062))))))))) 2)441)944)))))))))) 2)490)782))))))))) 2)540)598)))))))))) 2)591)410))))))))) 2)643)238))))))))) 2)696)103))))))))) 2)750)025)))))))))
Total)Cost 45)360)000)))))) 46)267)200)))))) 47)192)544)))))) 48)136)395)))))))) 49)099)123)))))) 50)081)105))))))) 51)082)727))))) 52)104)382)))))))) 53)146)470)))))))) 54)209)399))))))) 55)293)587)))))) 56)399)459)))))) 57)527)448))))))) 58)677)997)))))))) 59)851)557))))))) 61)048)588))))))) 62)269)560))))))) 63)514)951))))))) 64)785)250))))))) 66)080)955))))))) 67)402)574))))))) 68)750)625)))))))

Net#Operating#Income/EBITDA 133)377)678)))) 134)972)805)))) 136)584)822)))) 138)213)854))))) 139)860)029)))) 141)523)475))))) 143)204)317))) 144)902)681)))))) 146)618)692))))) 148)352)475))))) 150)104)153)))) 151)873)850)))) 153)661)687))))) 155)467)786)))))) 157)292)267))))) 85)740)637))))))) 86)574)715))))))) 87)413)143))))))) 88)255)837))))))) 89)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))

Asset)Depreciation 64)000)000)))))) 64)000)000)))))) 64)000)000)))))) 64)000)000)))))))) 64)000)000)))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000))))) 64)000)000)))))))) 64)000)000)))))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000)))))) 64)000)000)))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000)))))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000))))))) 64)000)000))))))) I))))))))))))))))))))) I)))))))))))))))))))))
Operating#Income/EBIT 69)377)678)))))) 70)972)805)))))) 72)584)822)))))) 74)213)854)))))))) 75)860)029)))))) 77)523)475))))))) 79)204)317))))) 80)902)681)))))))) 82)618)692)))))))) 84)352)475))))))) 86)104)153)))))) 87)873)850)))))) 89)661)687))))))) 91)467)786)))))))) 93)292)267))))))) 21)740)637))))))) 22)574)715))))))) 23)413)143))))))) 24)255)837))))))) 25)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))

Operating)P&L)Previous)Period I))))))))))))))))))))) 69)377)678)))))) 140)350)483)))) 212)935)305))))) 287)149)159)))) 363)009)188))))) 440)532)663))) 519)736)980)))))) 600)639)661))))) 683)258)354))))) 767)610)829)))) 853)714)982)))) 941)588)832))))) 1)031)250)520))) 1)122)718)306) 1)216)010)573)) 1)237)751)210) 1)260)325)925)) 1)283)739)068)) 1)307)994)906)) 1)333)097)613)) 1)423)051)273))
Operating)P&L)Carry)Forward 69)377)678)))))) 70)972)805)))))) 72)584)822)))))) 74)213)854)))))))) 75)860)029)))))) 77)523)475))))))) 79)204)317))))) 80)902)681)))))))) 82)618)692)))))))) 84)352)475))))))) 86)104)153)))))) 87)873)850)))))) 89)661)687))))))) 91)467)786)))))))) 93)292)267))))))) 21)740)637))))))) 22)574)715))))))) 23)413)143))))))) 24)255)837))))))) 25)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))

Cumulated)Carry)Forward 69)377)678)))))) 140)350)483)))) 212)935)305)))) 287)149)159))))) 363)009)188)))) 440)532)663))))) 519)736)980))) 600)639)661)))))) 683)258)354))))) 767)610)829))))) 853)714)982)))) 941)588)832)))) 1)031)250)520) 1)122)718)306))) 1)216)010)573) 1)237)751)210)) 1)260)325)925) 1)283)739)068)) 1)307)994)906)) 1)333)097)613)) 1)423)051)273)) 1)513)859)869))

Taxable)income 69)377)678)))))) 70)972)805)))))) 72)584)822)))))) 74)213)854)))))))) 75)860)029)))))) 77)523)475))))))) 79)204)317))))) 80)902)681)))))))) 82)618)692)))))))) 84)352)475))))))) 86)104)153)))))) 87)873)850)))))) 89)661)687))))))) 91)467)786)))))))) 93)292)267))))))) 21)740)637))))))) 22)574)715))))))) 23)413)143))))))) 24)255)837))))))) 25)102)708))))))) 89)953)660))))))) 90)808)596)))))))
Corporation)Tax 19)425)750)))))) 19)872)386)))))) 20)323)750)))))) 20)779)879)))))))) 21)240)808)))))) 21)706)573))))))) 22)177)209))))) 22)652)751)))))))) 23)133)234)))))))) 23)618)693))))))) 24)109)163)))))) 24)604)678)))))) 25)105)272))))))) 25)610)980)))))))) 26)121)835))))))) 6)087)378)))))))))) 6)320)920))))))))) 6)555)680)))))))))) 6)791)634))))))))) 7)028)758))))))))) 25)187)025))))))) 25)426)407)))))))

Profit#after#tax: 49)951)928)))))) 51)100)420)))))) 52)261)072)))))) 53)433)975)))))))) 54)619)221)))))) 55)816)902))))))) 57)027)108))))) 58)249)930)))))))) 59)485)459)))))))) 60)733)782))))))) 61)994)991)))))) 63)269)172)))))) 64)556)415))))))) 65)856)806)))))))) 67)170)432))))))) 15)653)259))))))) 16)253)794))))))) 16)857)463))))))) 17)464)203))))))) 18)073)950))))))) 64)766)635))))))) 65)382)189)))))))

FCF 1)280)000)000I)))) 113)951)928)))) 115)100)420)))) 116)261)072)))) 117)433)975))))) 118)619)221)))) 119)816)902))))) 121)027)108))) 122)249)930)))))) 123)485)459))))) 124)733)782))))) 125)994)991)))) 127)269)172)))) 128)556)415))))) 129)856)806)))))) 131)170)432))))) 79)653)259))))))) 80)253)794))))))) 80)857)463))))))) 81)464)203))))))) 82)073)950))))))) 64)766)635))))))) 65)382)189)))))))

PV Investment 41 236 364   38 237 355   35 456 457   32 877 805    30 486 692   28 269 478    26 213 516   24 307 079     22 539 291    20 900 070    19 380 065   17 970 606   16 663 652    15 451 750     14 327 987    13 285 951    12 319 700    11 423 722    10 592 906    9 822 513      9 108 148      8 445 738      
PV Electricity Generation 262 881 818 243 763 140 226 034 912 209 596 009  194 352 663 180 217 924  167 111 166 154 957 627   143 687 981  133 237 946  123 547 914 114 562 611 106 230 785  98 504 909     91 340 916    84 697 940    78 538 090    72 826 229    67 529 776    62 618 519    58 064 445    53 841 577    

Base Case:
IRR 6,73 %
Payback Period 11,0 years
LCOE 0,59 NOK/kWh
NPV 211 497 144    



Appendix 11:

Value of Interest Tax-Shield (Levered Valuation)
Inputs:
Capex 1 280 000 000  
Equity 256 000 000     
Debt 1 024 000 000  
Tax rate 28 %
CoD 5,30 %
CoE 12,55 %
WACC 5,60 %

Interest Tax-Shield

Primo 2013 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

Interest expense 54 272 000     52 911 836    51 479 584    49 971 422    48 383 327      46 711 064     44 950 170     43 095 949     41 143 455    39 087 478     36 922 534    34 642 849   32 242 340    29 714 604   27 052 898    24 250 122   21 298 799     18 191 055      14 918 601    11 472 707    7 844 181       4 023 343     

Principal payment 25 663 469     27 023 633    28 455 885    29 964 047    31 552 142      33 224 405     34 985 299     36 839 520     38 792 014    40 847 991     43 012 935    45 292 620   47 693 129    50 220 865   52 882 571    55 685 347   58 636 670     61 744 414      65 016 868    68 462 762   72 091 288     75 912 126   
Remaining principal 1 024 000 000       998 336 531   971 312 898  942 857 013  912 892 965  881 340 823    848 116 418   813 131 119   776 291 599   737 499 585  696 651 594   653 638 659  608 346 039 560 652 910  510 432 045 457 549 475  401 864 128 343 227 458   281 483 044    216 466 176  148 003 414 75 912 126     -               

Tax 19 425 750     19 872 386    20 323 750    20 779 879    21 240 808      21 706 573     22 177 209     22 652 751     23 133 234    23 618 693     24 109 163    24 604 678   25 105 272    25 610 980   26 121 835    6 087 378     6 320 920       6 555 680        6 791 634      7 028 758     25 187 025     25 426 407   
Cash flow from TS 15 196 160     14 815 314    14 414 283    13 991 998    13 547 332      13 079 098     12 586 048     12 066 866     11 520 167     10 944 494     10 338 310    9 699 998     9 027 855      8 320 089     7 574 812      6 790 034     5 963 664       5 093 495        4 177 208      3 212 358     2 196 371       1 126 536     
Cumulated TS -                  -                 -                 -                -                   -                  -                  -                  -                 -                  -                 -                -                 -                -                 702 656        345 399          -                   -                 -                -                  -               

Available to FCF 15 196 160     14 815 314    14 414 283    13 991 998    13 547 332      13 079 098     12 586 048     12 066 866     11 520 167     10 944 494     10 338 310    9 699 998     9 027 855      8 320 089     7 574 812      6 087 378     6 320 920       5 093 495        4 177 208      3 212 358     2 196 371       1 126 536     

FCF adjusted 1 280 000 000-       129 148 088   129 915 734  130 675 355  131 425 973  132 166 553    132 896 000   133 613 156   134 316 796   135 005 626  135 678 276   136 333 300  136 969 170 137 584 270  138 176 895 138 745 244  85 740 637   86 574 715     85 950 959      85 641 411    85 286 308   66 963 006     66 508 725   

Summary:
IRR 7,93 %
NPV 253 814 605          
Payback Period 10,0 years



Appendix 12:
FCF Base Case (Offshore)

Inputs:
Capex 8 337 000 000  
Electricity price: 0,40 NOK/kWh
El-certificate: 0,20 NOK/kWh
Annual production: 1,05 TWh
Inflation: 2 %
Tax: 28 %
Depreciation rate: Strait line
Cost of Capital: 4,85 %

FCF from Operations (NOK)

Year Primo 2013 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

Revenue:
Electricity Sales 663 882 804  673 177 163  682 601 643  692 158 066  701 848 279 711 674 155     721 637 593   731 740 520  741 984 887  752 372 675   762 905 893   773 586 575  784 416 787  795 398 622   806 534 203 545 217 121  552 850 161 560 590 063  568 438 324   576 396 461  584 466 011  592 648 535  

Total Revenue 663 882 804  673 177 163  682 601 643  692 158 066  701 848 279 711 674 155     721 637 593   731 740 520  741 984 887  752 372 675   762 905 893   773 586 575  784 416 787  795 398 622   806 534 203 545 217 121  552 850 161 560 590 063  568 438 324   576 396 461  584 466 011  592 648 535  

Costs:
Maintenance 157 950 000  161 109 000  164 331 180  167 617 804  170 970 160 174 389 563    177 877 354   181 434 901  185 063 599  188 764 871   192 540 169   196 390 972  200 318 791  204 325 167   208 411 671  212 579 904  216 831 502 221 168 132  225 591 495   230 103 325  234 705 391  239 399 499  
Insurance 26 325 000    26 851 500    27 388 530    27 936 301    28 495 027   29 064 927      29 646 226     30 239 150    30 843 933    31 460 812     32 090 028     32 731 829    33 386 465    34 054 195     34 735 278   35 429 984    36 138 584   36 861 355    37 598 582     38 350 554    39 117 565    39 899 917    
Land Rent 68 445 000    69 813 900    71 210 178    72 634 382    74 087 069   75 568 811       77 080 187     78 621 791    80 194 226    81 798 111      83 434 073     85 102 755    86 804 810    88 540 906     90 311 724    92 117 958    93 960 318   95 839 524    97 756 314     99 711 441    101 705 670  103 739 783  
Administration 10 530 000    10 740 600    10 955 412    11 174 520    11 398 011    11 625 971       11 858 490      12 095 660    12 337 573    12 584 325     12 836 011     13 092 731    13 354 586    13 621 678     13 894 111    14 171 994    14 455 433   14 744 542    15 039 433     15 340 222    15 647 026    15 959 967    
Total Cost 263 250 000  268 515 000  273 885 300  279 363 006  284 950 266 290 649 271    296 462 257   302 391 502  308 439 332  314 608 119    320 900 281   327 318 287  333 864 652  340 541 945   347 352 784 354 299 840  361 385 837 368 613 554  375 985 825   383 505 541  391 175 652  398 999 165  

Net Operating Income/EBITDA 400 632 804  404 662 163  408 716 343  412 795 060  416 898 013 421 024 884    425 175 337   429 349 018  433 545 555  437 764 557   442 005 612   446 268 289  450 552 135  454 856 677   459 181 419 190 917 281  191 464 324 191 976 510  192 452 500   192 890 920  193 290 359  193 649 370  

Asset Depreciation 416 850 000  416 850 000  416 850 000  416 850 000  416 850 000 416 850 000    416 850 000   416 850 000  416 850 000  416 850 000   416 850 000   416 850 000  416 850 000  416 850 000   416 850 000 416 850 000  416 850 000 416 850 000  416 850 000   416 850 000  -                -                
Operating Income/EBIT 16 217 196-    12 187 837-    8 133 657-      4 054 940-      48 013          4 174 884        8 325 337       12 499 018    16 695 555    20 914 557     25 155 612     29 418 289    33 702 135    38 006 677     42 331 419   225 932 719-  225 385 676- 224 873 490-  224 397 500-   223 959 080-  193 290 359  193 649 370  

Operating P&L Previous Period -                16 217 196-    28 405 033-    36 538 690-    40 593 629-   40 545 616-      36 370 732-     28 045 396-    15 546 378-    1 149 177       22 063 734     47 219 345    76 637 634    110 339 769   148 346 446 190 677 865  35 254 854-   260 640 530-  485 514 020-   709 911 520-  933 870 601-  740 580 242-  
Operating P&L Carry Forward 16 217 196-    12 187 837-    8 133 657-      4 054 940-      48 013          4 174 884        8 325 337       12 499 018    16 695 555    20 914 557     25 155 612     29 418 289    33 702 135    38 006 677     42 331 419   225 932 719-  225 385 676- 224 873 490-  224 397 500-   223 959 080-  193 290 359  193 649 370  

Cumulated Carry Forward 16 217 196-    28 405 033-    36 538 690-    40 593 629-    40 545 616-   36 370 732-      28 045 396-     15 546 378-    1 149 177      22 063 734     47 219 345     76 637 634    110 339 769  148 346 446   190 677 865 35 254 854-    260 640 530- 485 514 020-  709 911 520-   933 870 601-  740 580 242-  546 930 871-  

Taxable income: -                -                -                -                -                -                   -                  -                 16 695 555    20 914 557     25 155 612     29 418 289    33 702 135    38 006 677     42 331 419   -                 -                -                 -                  -                -                -                
Corporation Tax -                -                -                -                -                -                   -                  -                 321 770         5 856 076       7 043 571       8 237 121      9 436 598      10 641 870     11 852 797    -                 -                -                 -                  -                -                -                

Profit after tax: -                -                -                -                -                -                   -                  -                 16 373 785    15 058 481     18 112 041     21 181 168    24 265 537    27 364 807     30 478 622   -                 -                -                 -                  -                -                -                

FCF 8 337 000 000-  400 632 804  404 662 163  408 716 343  412 795 060  416 898 013 421 024 884    425 175 337   429 349 018  433 223 785  431 908 481   434 962 041   438 031 168  441 115 537  444 214 807   447 328 622 190 917 281  191 464 324 191 976 510  192 452 500   192 890 920  193 290 359  193 649 370  

PV Investment 239 318 182  221 913 223  205 774 080  190 808 692  176 931 696 164 063 937    152 132 014   141 067 867  130 808 386  121 295 049   112 473 591   104 293 693  96 708 697    89 675 338     83 153 495   77 105 968    71 498 261   66 298 388    61 476 687     57 005 655    52 859 789    49 015 441    
PV Electricity Generation 976 418 182  905 405 950  839 558 245  778 499 463  721 881 321 669 380 861    620 698 617   575 556 899  533 698 215  494 883 800   458 892 251   425 518 269  394 571 486  365 875 378   339 266 259 314 592 349  291 712 906 270 497 422  250 824 882   232 583 072  215 667 940  199 982 999  

Base Case:
IRR -0,73 %
Payback Period Not reached
LCOE 1,01 NOK/kWh
NPV 3 350 474 074-  



Appendix 13:

Value of Interest Tax-Shield (Levered Valuation)
Inputs:
Capex 8 337 000 000  
Equity 1 667 400 000  
Debt 6 669 600 000  
Tax rate 28 %
CoD 5,30 %
CoE 12,30 %
WACC 5,56 %

Interest Tax-Shield

Primo 2013 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

Interest expense 353 488 800     344 629 670      335 301 007     325 477 924       315 134 218    304 242 295     292 773 100     280 696 039     267 978 892    254 587 738      240 486 852     225 638 618      210 003 429     193 539 575    176 203 136     157 947 866    138 725 067     118 483 459      97 169 046        74 724 970       51 091 357       26 205 163       

Principal payment 167 153 392     176 012 522      185 341 185     195 164 268       205 507 974    216 399 897     227 869 091     239 946 153     252 663 299    266 054 454      280 155 340     295 003 573      310 638 763     327 102 617    344 439 056     362 694 326    381 917 125     402 158 733      423 473 145      445 917 222     469 550 835     494 437 029     
Remaining principal 6 669 600 000  6 502 446 608  6 326 434 087   6 141 092 902  5 945 928 634    5 740 420 659 5 524 020 762  5 296 151 671  5 056 205 518  4 803 542 219 4 537 487 764   4 257 332 424  3 962 328 851   3 651 690 088  3 324 587 471 2 980 148 415  2 617 454 090 2 235 536 965  1 833 378 232   1 409 905 086   963 987 864     494 437 029     -                   

Tax -                    -                     -                    -                      -                   -                    -                    -                    321 770           5 856 076          7 043 571         8 237 121          9 436 598         10 641 870      11 852 797       -                   -                   -                     -                     -                    -                    -                   
Cash flow from TS 98 976 864       96 496 308        93 884 282       91 133 819         88 237 581      85 187 843       81 976 468       78 594 891       75 034 090      71 284 567        67 336 318       63 178 813        58 800 960       54 191 081      49 336 878       44 225 402      38 843 019       33 175 369        27 207 333        20 922 991       14 305 580       7 337 446         
Cumulated TS 98 976 864       195 473 172      289 357 454     380 491 272       468 728 853    553 916 696     635 893 164     714 488 055     789 200 375    854 628 866      914 921 613     969 863 305      1 019 227 667  1 062 776 879 1 100 260 960  1 144 486 362 1 183 329 381  1 216 504 749   1 243 712 082   1 264 635 074  1 278 940 654  1 286 278 099  

Available to FCF -                    -                     -                    -                      -                   -                    -                    -                    321 770           5 856 076          7 043 571         8 237 121          9 436 598         10 641 870      11 852 797       -                   -                   -                     -                     -                    -                    -                   

FCF adjusted 8 337 000 000-  400 632 804     404 662 163      408 716 343     412 795 060       416 898 013    421 024 884     425 175 337     429 349 018     433 545 555    437 764 557      442 005 612     446 268 289      450 552 135     454 856 677    459 181 419     190 917 281    191 464 324     191 976 510      192 452 500      192 890 920     193 290 359     193 649 370     

Summary:
IRR -0,67 %
NPV 3 599 853 662-  
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Appendix 14.a: 
 
 
 
Formula'A.14.a7''Unlevering'Beta'
 

!! = !
!!

(! + ! − !! ∗ !
! )

 

 
βU : Unlevered Beta 
βL : Levered Beta 
Tc : Corporate tax-rate 
D/E: Debt-to-equity 
 
Source: Damodaran (2002) 
 
 
Appendix 14.b: 
 
Formula'A.14.b7'Levering'Beta'

!! = !!! ∗ (! + ! − !! ∗ !
! ) 

 
Source: Damodaran (2002) 




